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CHAPTER I 
D~TRODUCT ION 
CHAP'!ER I 
INTRODUC-TION 
The purpose o-f this s-tudy is to ascertain a basal voca.bu-
lary list for use in teaching reading and writing in g.rade four. 
While many studies have been made in recent yearS' in the 
field of vocabulary. there appears to be much controversy over 
the selec.tion and gradation of words to be taught._ particularly 
at the intermediate level. One reason for suc.h co-ntroversy 
could be the tremendous vocabulary· abruptly encountered by the 
child as soon as he e.nters the fourth grade. As a result, it 
is not uncommon for spelling and reading difficulties to 
appear. In an effor-t t .o c.orrect this s i tuati.on, vocabulary 
lists have been construc.ted c.ontaining only the words of 
I highest frequency ·met by the child. No one word list would 
1 fill the needs of every child, but by selecting th,e words most 
frequently use.d, a list c:an be prepared to be used as a basal 
vocabulary !"or the majority of children. 
In 1938, the Durrell-Sullivan Selected Middle Grade 
1/ 
Vocabulary List was published presenting a minimum essential 
1 list or· words to be used as a basaL vocabulary for children in 
I the intermediate grades. It i .s assumed that during the in-
tervening years there has been. some change in the vocabulary of 
I/ D. D. Durrell and H. B. Sullivan, nvocabula.ry Instruction 
in the . rntermediate Grades" t Eleme:ntary English Review, 
(April-May·, 1938), 15, 138-145,. 185-198. 
I 
I 
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the middle grade child. For this reason, it seems worthwhile 
to formulate a - minimwn esaential vocabulary list to fit the 
needs of the child today. 
A study of the vocabularies of ten mode.rn textbooks of 
current usage will be made. Included in. the list are three 
reading books, three spelling books, two social studies books, 
one in. health and one in sc ie nee for the fourth grade level. 
As a result of the emphasis placed on vocabulary in the 
reading field, authors and publishers of modern textbooks are 
apparently making a greater effort to select the words used in 
their writings with more care. For this reason, it is hoped 
that this. study will show closer agreement in the basic 
vocabularies used b y different auth.ors and publishers of modern 
textbooks. 
==~==-~· ~~-~-~-~~-============================================~~3 ====== 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
1/ 
In an article discuss-ing reading,_ Lorge· made the fo~~ow-
ing statements: 
The mounting research in readir~ has had the effect 
o-f broadening the . c.oncept of reading t .o that of 
communication. No longer is reading regarded merely 
as the mechanical art of sens-ing and perceiving 
printed words. 
The importance or- mastery of language c.annot be stres.se.d 
I' j to.o much. Language is our only means of communication with 
I others. If the individuals' voc.abulary is limited, he is 
~~ necessarily handicapped in the true expres-s:Lon of his thoughts 
and ideas. It is generally rec.ognized that children with 
I greater mastery of vocabulary· are more successful in their 
l scho·o.I work and in adult life. It is obvious that no single 
I piece of research could compile a complete,_ exactly graded 
vocabulary to. meet. the needs of e:v:ery child. T.oo many factors 
are involved, the way in whic.h the words are used, in writing, 
reading, speaking or hearing, the particular- gr·oup ,_ the 
individual child and hi.s environment. - all these must be con-
sidered. 
1/ I. L.orge, "Word Lis.ts as Background f ·or Communicati.on", 
Teachers Collese Record, (May, 1944), 45,_ p. 543-552. 
I 
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In the various studies of vocabulary, t .wo general 
approaches have been used, first a chec-k of words used by 
adults and second, a check of words used by children. 
The most extensive studies made in the field of adult 
1/ 2/ 
vocabulary- were made by Horn and Thorndike. Horn,_ considering 
the writing vocabulary, combined all corres,pondenc.e studies 
which had been made previous to 1919, then as new investigations 
wer-e completed, he added to the compilation. From this data, 
a list of 10,000 words most frequently used in wri.ting by 
1 adults throughout the United States: was formulated. 
Thorndike made an outstanding contribution to the field by 
tabulating the results of an extensive word count in frequencies 
of oce:urrene:e of words found in books., magaz;ines: and newspapers. 
His Teacher-s t· Word Book of 30,000 Words c.ontai.ns the Thorndike 
general count of ~931,_ the Lorge magazine count,_ the Thorndike 
I 
count of one hundred and twenty juvenile books and the Lorge-
Thorndike semantic count .• 
3/ 
Faucett and ]fa.ki combined the counts of the Iforn and 
Thorndike lists using a statistical plan. to include only the 
J./ E. Horn, !:::.. Basic Writing Vocabulary, University of rowa 
Monographs in Education,. Fi.rst Se.ries, No. 4, University of 
Iowa, Iowa City, 1926. 
2/E. L·. Thorndike and r. Lorge, ~Teacher·st ~Book of 
30,000 Words·, Bureau of Publications,_ Teachers: Col.lege, 
Columbia University, New York, 1944. 
3/ L. Faucett and L Maki,_ !::._ Study .2.£ English Word Values, 
Oxford University Press, New York, 1932 .• 
words found to be common to both lists. The purpose of the 
study was to construct a list of essential. words· to be used 
by foreign s.tudents in studying the Engl.ish language. 
1/ 
rn the area of children's vocabulary,_ Madeline Horn as 
chairman of the Child Study Gommi ttee of the rnternational 
Kindergarten Uni.on conducted a study of the vocabulary of 
children before entering the first grade. Three sources were 
used to obtain the word list, the spontaneous: vocabulary of 
children attending kindergarten, words children used when 
s t imulated by pic-tures and the voc a bula ry used in the home. 
Conversation in the kindergarten and home were recorded 
verbatim. A set of questions was furnished to stimulate the 
children's vocabulary for p.ic:ture data. Al thougl1. some 7000 
different words were found only 2596 words, selected because of 
high frequency, were listed. The placement of eachword in the 
kindergarten list is also shown in the pic.ture and hom~ lists, 
giving an additional. check of the use of the word in different 
situations. This list should be a helpful reference and guide 
t<ID a f irst grade teacher as a source of the limited vocabulary 
of a first grade child. The list is als·o valuable because it 
is a rec.ord of spoken vocabulary. Many s:tudies have considered 
writing and reading · vocabularies, both o.f wh:Lch involve a step 
beyond knowledge of the word i.tself and therefore do not 
1/ !:::. Study of ~ Vocabulary of Chil~ren Bef·ore Entering ~he . 
Firs,t G-rade, The Cllild Study Comnn ttee of t .he In ternat ~onal 
l<indergarten Union, Baltimore,_ 1928. 
' 
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j. acc:urately measure. the chil.dts knowledge and ability to use 
II the vmrd correctly in s1Jeech. 
I 1/ Buckingham and Dolch published a c-ombined word I ist 
I based on the results of the most important studies previously 
made in additi_on to their ovvn research in the free association 
study. 20,000 children in various localities were required to 
say any words which came to their minds in a fifteen minut_e 
per·iod. 
2/ 
Fitzgerald c.ollec-ted approximately 4200 children's per-
s onal letter-s wr ·i tten in varied situations outs-ide of school. 
These letters were obtained through the cooperation of the 
schools in several middle western st.a tes. After comparing and 
grading his words with those on Horn's list, he compiled a list 
of 7587 words known to children in the intermedi.ate. grades. 
Research S'hows many attempts have been made to secure an 
adequate list o_f words that children use, but no one had con-
duc.ted a study as e.xtensive as those of H.orn and Thorndike in 
3/ 
the field of adult vocabulary,_ until Rinsland published a 
basic vocabulary for· elementary school chil_dren. 
1/ B. R. Buckingham and E. W. Dol ch, A Combined ~ ~ .. 
G.inn and Company, Boston, 1936. 
I 2/ J'. A. Fitzgerald, "Letters Written Outside of s ·c h ool by 
Children in the Fourth, Fifth. and Sixth G.rade ,_ n. Studies in 
Education, University of Iowa, 1934. 
3/ H. D. Rinsland,_ !!::. Basic Vocabulary 2£ Elementary School 
Children, The Macmillan Gompany, New York, 1945. 
II 
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Rinsl.and conducte-d a nationwide. study of words wr·i tten -0 y 
children in grades one to aight. All types of' schools and all 
types of children's writing- we.re cons ide red in the sampling. 
200,000 papers· were received and tabulated. A total of 6,012,35 
running words was- found with 25,632 different words. A larger 
number of diff'erent words in each grade was found than was 
expec.ted. Of the 25, 63·2 words found, 14,571 words occ:urring 
three or more times in any one grade are listed, gi.ving the 
r ·requency with which the word occurs· at each grade and the 
fre·quenc.y group by the hundred, five hundre~d and thousand 
into which the word falls. 
1/ 
Gates has obtained a reliable reading voc,abulary for tha 
primary grades· whic.h includes 1.811 words of highe.st frequency 
found in a study of children's speech, primary readers and 
selec.ted primary literature. Teachers have found this a help-
ful lis·t aa refe-rence for the essential words needed in the· 
primary grades. 
In reviewing the studies ma de on children's vocabulary in 
the intermediate grades·, it is apparent that there is much 
di.sagreement among authors as: to the number of words or which 
words to use in any one grade. 
1/ A. I. Ga.tes, ! Reading Vocabulary for ~ Primary Grades, 
Bureau of Publi.cations, Teachers Co.ll.ege, C"olumbia Uni vers:i:ty, 
Ne w York,_ 1937. 
1/ 
W'i se in an inves tiga ti.on of twenty modern. spellers to 
determine to what extent they agree in choice of words a nd 
grade placement,. found only· 6.48% of the words were c ammon to 
all twenty books and only 6.52%" of' t h e words were plac.ed in the 
same grade by all aut.hors. 
2/ 
Ga. tes in c.hecking twenty- five widely used spelling text-
books and spelling lists, to obtain the most C-ommonly taught 
words, also found wide variance in the grade level of words in 
the different texts. He endeavored to define an approximate 
grade placement of e a ch word by computing the mean of the 
v a rious grade placements for each vv.ord. 
3/ 
Thorndike in his c-ount of one hundred and twe n ty 
supplementary reading books reconnnended for chi ldren in grades 
t h ree to eight, discovered 18,000 words outside of the first 
2500 words- of highest frequency on his list, which did not 
appear a t all on his 20,.000 word list.. Many of these words· 
were dialectical varia nts, words misspelled. to add humor, 
foreign words and compound words used to give tone and coLor. 
All these factors obvi.ously· add to the already heavy vocabulary 
load encountered by the intermediate grade child. 
1/ c. T. Vii se, 11Selection and Gradation of -·Nerds in Spelling·••, 
ElementaryH School .Journal, (.June, 1934}, 34, No. 10, 754-766. 
2/ A.. I. Gates., A ~ of Spelling Dif-ficul.tie.s in 3876 Words,_ 
Bure.au of Publica.tions, Teach ers College, C oltunbia 
University,. 1937. 
3/ E. L. Thorndike, 11'The v-ocabulary of Books for Children in 
G-rades 3 to a,•r. Teachers Coll~e Record,_ (December·, 1936,. 
======jj=====-=.Ji~a~n=u=a=r::..~-:t-.'=· and Febru~y_,_l9!37 )_. !38;195--205,316-323~,4_16-42.9. __ 
In reference to the vocabulary burden of the intermediate 
1/ I grades, Durrell says: 
r 
I 
The number. of words to be met by t .he child in any of 
the in.te.rmediate grades is apparently almost limitless, 
while his power of learning words. is defini.tely limited 
to a small fraction of this total. Ec.onomy in learning, 
then, demands that lists be dra-wn up of words whic:h are 
most frequently encountered. by children in reading in 
each of the intermediate grade~s . 
2/ 
With this purpose in view, Durrell and Sullivan construct-
ed a minimum ess·ential vocabulary list of words :r·requently used 
in intermediate grade te.xt books. BasaL readers, s-ocial studie 
books and a few natural sc.ienc:e books were selec.ted for study. 
Seventeen books we:re used for grade four.·, twenty books for 
grade f'ive, and nineteen for grade six. Words were included in 
the list at each grade level which appeared in seven or more 
boo.ks. In counting the words, only those w.or:ds. were retained 
3/ 
which did not appear on the Gates Primary List. The results 
showed six hundred and ninety-one words in the fourth grade 
l i st, five hundred and twenty-five word's in the fifth grade 
list and eight hundred and forty-nine words in t .he sixth grade 
list. 
1/ D. D. Durrell,. Improve.ment of Basic Reading Abilities, World 
Book Company,. Yonkers-on-Hudson ,Ne.w York, 1940 ,p. 355. 
2/ D. D. Durrell and H. B. Sullivan, "Vocabulary Instruction 
in tl_le Intermediate Grades"·, Elementary. En~lish Review, 
(Apr~l and May, 1.938), 15,.p.l3B--145., l60,. 85.-198. 
3/ A. I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary- f.2!... the Primary Grade·s • 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers C.ollege, C olumb.ia 
'--- ~-~_{J:versHy, New York, L926: ------ I~ 
I~ 
1/ 
All words: were compared with the Thorndike and 
2/ 
Buckingham-Dolch lists. Once again lack of agreement in 
I 
grade placement and frequency was found in both comJ?ari.sons:. 
This probably is due to the fact that Thorndikets list is 
primarily an adult vocabulary lis.t and the Buckingham-Dolch 
list is primarily a child's writing vocabulary. 
Assuming that some change has take.n . place in the field of 
children's vocabulary since the Durrell-Sullivan Se l ected 
lii ddl.e Grade List was compiled in 1.938, this study was under-
take.n to discover what words should be added and what words are 
no longer essential on the fourth g.rade list. This· will be 
accomplished by checking words occ.urring· in recently published 
text books. of current usage for freque.nc.y and comparing the 
words found with the fourth grade words on the DurrelL-
Sullivan List. 
1/ E. L. Thorndike, A Teacher:ts>. Word ~:. Revised, Bureau of 
Publicati..ons, Teachers C.ollege,. Columbia University, 
New York, 1932. 
2/ B. R. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch,. ! . Combined VTord List, 
Ginn and Company,. Boston, 1936. 
/I 
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PLAN AND CONDUCT OF ST.UDY 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN AND :CONDUCT OF STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to asc"ertain a b.asal_ 
vocabulary list for use in teaching_ and wr-iting in grade four. 
rn order to obtain a wid.e sampling of: words, it was de-
cided to study reading books,__ spelling books, social studies 
books, health books and science books, a~l at: the fourth grade 
level. The books were selec.ted on the basis of res.ul ts 
obtained f 'rom a q-ues-ti-onnaire drawn up and dist.ribut.ed at 
random to thirty fourth grade teachers from diff.er-ent suburban 
communi ties of a large metropolitan city. In this way in-
format.ion on books actually i _n current use was sec.ured. The 
questionnaire used to_ secure the boo-ks in use. fol~ows-s -
/3 
CITY GRADE 
Would you l .ist for me the text books you use in the following 
fields. 
Sub,je.e:t Name of book N:a:rre of Publisher 
1. Health 
2. Social Studies 
3. Science 
4. Reading 
5. Spelling 
If 
The books secured on the basis of. this 
questionnaire are listed below:. 
Name ot: book 
Let~s Look Around 
Singing ·wheels 
Times and Places 
~ Day-by-Day 
S;peller 
Spelling !Q; Write 
Progressive ~. 
lfastery 
June r ic..a, ~ ~ 
journeys Through 
Many Lands 
The How and Why 
- ---crlun-
Author PUblisher and Date of 
Pu bl 1 ca:ti'ori-
Arthur r-.Gate.s The Ma.c·millan Company-
J"e an Aye r · 1940. 
Mabel O'DonneJl Row, Peterson and Company 
1940 
William S .Gray, Scot'\, Foresman and 
May Hill Arbuthnot Company 1942 
J"esse H. Newlon 
Paul R. Hanna 
.Tean s . Jfanna 
Arville Wheeler 
Clyde B. Moore 
Houghton Mifflin Company 
1942. 
D. C. Heat.h and Company 
1945 
David H. Patto.n Charles E. Merrill 
Company 1942. 
Har.·old B. Clifford Charles Scribner's Sons 
1939 
DeForest Stull Allyn-Bacon 
Roy W. Hatch 1942 
Ge~ge W. Frasier The L.W.Singer Company 
nelen Dolman 1947 McC .. rac ken. 
(scientific living Donald G. Decker 
series.) Daniel C. McNaughton 
Health. at Home 
~ scnoor-
(;l.aarl.e s G. Wilson 
Helen B. Pryor 
J"ohn C. Almack 
TI~e Bobbs-Merrill 
Company L942. 
I~ 
The plan adopted for selecting the words for a final list 
is to be carried out in two sec.ti ons. 
1. The following lists were obtained on the basis of a 
study of the ten textbooks. 
a. A list to be made of all words appearing 
in the random sampling taken from the 
textbooks studied. 
b. A list to be made of all words in list a. 
which survived comparison with the Gates1/ 
revised Reading Vocabulary for the Primary 
Grades. 
c. The list to be further cut down to include 
only words appearing in three or more textbooks. 
2. The follow-ing lists were obtained on the basis of a 
study of the Durrell-Sullivan21Reading Vocabu~ary for 
G.rade ~· 
a. A list to be made of all words found in the 
Durrell.-Sullivan list a~so appearing in the new 
Gates Primary List. 
1/ A. I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, Uew York, 1937. 
I 2/ D. D. Durrell and H. B. Sullivan, 11 Vocabulary Instruction in 
1
, 
the Intermediate Grades", Elementary Eng lish Review, 
(April 1938) 15, 139-145. 
1 
I 
b. A list. to be made of all words on the Durrell..-
Sullivan List which survive.d comparison with Gates 
Primary List. 
c. A l .ist to he made of all words occurring on both 
the Durrell.-sullivan List and the authorts list of 
words appearing in three or more textbooks. 
d. A list to be made of all. words on the Durrell.-
Sullivan List for grade four found to agree in 
grade :placement and frequency with the general 
count and juve.nile count in Thorndike t s l/Word 
Book or in Rinsland's2/ list. 
3. The final list was obtained by c-ombining List I ., c., 
the author's list o.f all words appearing in three or 
more textbooks, and List 2., d· , all words on the 
Durrell-Sullivan List for grade fo ur .t ·ou® to agree 
in grade :placerm.nt and frequency with the general 
count and juvenile count in Thorndike's Word Book or 
in Rinsland's list. 
The following statements more fully explain the. conduct of 
the study·. 
I/ E. L. Thorndike and I. Lorge,_ The Teacher's Word Book of 
30,000 Words, Bureau of Publicillons ---
Columbia University, New York, 1944. ,_ Teachers Co.lle:ge, 
2/ H. D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabular~ of Elementary School 
Children, The ll!acm~llan Company, eWY"ork, 194.5. 
t 
I /8 
The Durrell-8ullivan
11
Reading Vocabulary for Grade Four 
was used as a basic-. vocabulary from which to proceed. It was 
decided to record every word appearing o:n the page.s selected to 
1
1 
be examined with t .he excepti.on of all proper nouns. 
Every word in every g~ossary and word list appearing in 
the t .en textbooks was rec:orded. Every tenth page in eac.h book 
II was studied and every word occurring· was rec.orded, with the 
except ion of the sp:elling books. Every f .ifth page of the three 
spelling· books was examined~ and every word recorded. Ten 
successive pages in each of the ten books were studied, and 
I 
I every word recorded. All words found were listed and tabulated 
I I A complete list of all words occurring in the random sampling 
I taken was c·ompile.d. This list appears. in Appendix B of the 
I study. 
Every word on the complete lis.t was then checked against 
the Gates2/Reading _ Vocabulary f.2L the Primary Grades. All 
words appearing in the Gates list were dropped from the 
authorts lis·t as it is assumed that they have been taught in 
the primary grades. 
In the compilation of the third word list, all words were 
I/ D. D. DUrrell and H. B .. Sullivan, '"Vocabulary Instruction in 
the :ntermediate Grades., ''Elementary English Review, 
(A-pr~l 1938), 15-, 139.-145 1 
' 2/ A. r. Gates, A Readi~ Vocabulary :t:or the Prim~Grades, I 
Bureau. of Pub_ricat.io~, Teacners~orrege;- Colum~a OnJ.vers.i.ty, ll 
New York, 1937. I! 
_I! 
I 
omitted but thos-e words appearing in three or more books. 
Since the Gates
1
/lis:t for the primary grades has been 
revised and enlarged, it seemed advisable to chec·k every word 
on the Durrell-sullivan Reading Vocabulary for grade four 
against the new Gates Primary· List. All words found in both 
the Durrel~-Sullivan List and the Gates Primary List were: re-
corded in list 4. 
A fifth list was made of all words appearing· on the 
Durrell-Sullivan List which survived comparison wi.th the Gates 
Primary List. I 
Then the authorts word lis·t was compared with the Durrell- ! 
words connnon to both II Sullivan vocabulary to determine the 
lists, resulting in List. 6. 
In order to make sure the words on the Durrell-Sullivan 
List not f .ound in the author's c.ount ar·e known and used by· 
children today, it seemed expedient to check the words agains ·t 
more comprehensive word counts as Thorn.di.ke •s2/ word list of 
30,000 words and Rinsland's3/basic vocabulary of elementary 
school children. Of' the five counts listed in Thorndike, the 
general count and the count of one hundred and twenty juvenile 
books were co.nsidered most sui tab.le t .o: use. The words on the 
1/ A. I. Gates., A.Reading _ Vocabulary for the Primary Grades,. 
B~J.reau of Pub'T1cat:~.-Qns, Teachers COITege, C olumb1a. Un1 ver-
s1ty, New YorlC, 1937. 
2/ E. L. Thor-ndike and I. Lorge, The Teacher's: Word E.ook of ~~~ 
30,.00.0 Words,_ Bureau of Publicat1ons, Teacher:s--t;or:Iege-;-
Columbia Univerait.y,_ New York, 1944. 
3/ H.D.Rinsland, A :Basic Vocabulary of Elementary· School /' 
Children, The ~cmtiian Company, New rork, 19~5. 
----· ---
I 
19 
I 
l 
DurrelL-Sullivan list not found in the authorts. list were com-
pared with the t .wo counts in Thorndike ts lists and the 
Rinsl i:md vocabulary. All words found to agree in frequency and 
grade placenent with the Thorndike co.unt or the Rinsland c.ount 
were recorded and c.ompiled in List 7. 
The eighth and final list formulated included all words 
occurring in three or more of the text books used in the 
random sampling and all words on the Durrell.-Bullivan Reading 
Vo.cabula ry for grade four which coincided with the frequency 
and grade placement of the s·arne words in the Thorndike or 
Rinsland List. 
The records and results of all procedure carried out in 
the study are presente.d in Chapter rr. 
CHAPTE:R IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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I 
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CHAPTER IV 
Al""r.ALYSIS OF DATA 
Fr·om the study of ten textboo1m made in an effort to 
determine the words most fr-equently e.ncount.ered by children in 
grade four-, the following r .esults were obtained. 
Using the plan and procedure presented in C-hapter III, the 
study of ten textbooks selected on the basis of results of the 
questionnaire distributed to thirty fourth grade teachers from 
different suburban communities of a large metropolitan city 
was carried out and the follow.ing lists compiled. 
A list of all words occ.urring in the random s·ampl ing 
taken from the ten textbooks studied. The complete list of 
3996 words appear- in Appendix B of the s.tudy. 
The second list compiled eliminated. all words on List 1 
found to appear; in Gates·- revised Reading Vocabulary f9..E ~ 
Primary Grades _, reducing the number of words occurring in the 
first list to 2395. 
Sine:e the purpose of the study was to asc-a.rtain only the 
essential words encounter-ed at the fourth grade level, the 
third lis-t made contained only the words appearing in tbree or 
more textbooks. 
=1f-'-'= --- ---==-----.o==---~ -=--· = =-==-=------=ll==-=------=---
LIST' 3. 
The following list of words included all. words in List 2 
appearing in three or more books·. 
I' 
' ==l 
I 
I I; 
II 
I 
~~==========~~==~=====up-1=~~=== 
:I 
aboard 
ac c ident_ 
a.gr ic. ul tur:e 
a~d 
airport 
amount: 
announc.e 
anxious 
anybody 
anyvVf!.Y 
appoJ.nt. 
appro~ch 
aquar~um 
ar. it rillle t i c. 
armor· 
army 
arrive 
ash es 
attack 
attempt 
attenti.on 
autumn. 
avenue 
bar 
barber 
base 
basebal~ 
basement 
battle 
beaver· 
beckon 
bedtime 
beef· 
begun 
belt 
besides 
blade 
blaze 
blood 
borrovt 
bother 
bound 
bra i d 
breeze-
br i dle 
brief 
bud 
buffalo 
buggy 
bu~lding 
bulb 
burrow 
bus he~ 
bus.tle. 
calm 
came.! 
canal 
cane 
canyon 
c.apital 
carel ess 
carpet 
cause 
cent.ury· 
charg·e 
chatte.r 
chew 
chief' 
chore 
churn 
claim 
cliff 
c~ima.te 
clothing 
coach 
coast 
collect 
colle.c.tion 
c.olony 
comfort 
comf:ortable. 
co·mmittee 
common 
compass. 
complete 
concrete 
c·onnec·t 
c.ontain 
c.ontinue. 
co.ntrol 
coon 
c.orrect 
c.ounty 
cousin 
cree.k 
c.rop. 
current 
dairy 
damp 
darkness. 
dawn 
daytime 
de c ide 
dec lare 
dentist. 
department. 
depend 
desert 
dictionary 
died 
difference. 
dike. 
direct 
direct i on 
disappear: 
discover 
district 
dit.ch 
doc.k 
dragon 
drawn 
drift 
drip 
driveway 
duty 
dye·. 
eag·er 
earn 
electric 
electricity 
else 
enter-
entirely 
equal 
escape 
espe-ciall y 
exc:ept 
excitement 
explain 
explor-e 
extra 
famous 
fasten 
fee l ing 
fifteen 
r.·i .fth 
t•i:r-ty 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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figure jelly- pain 
finally- job pale 
firm jolt pant 
flash juice parent 
flesh par.ro t 
fog passenger-I knit paste. force 
form peak 
forth l a bor- pepper: 
forty later perfec-t 
fragrant layer-- permission 
frame- least p.il.o t 
freque_nt. l .emon pinc-h 
furnac-e level pioneer 
furnish lightning pitch 
11 
furnitur.e liner plane 
gentleman lis·t 
police 
loom pork geography lumber port gl i d-e possible 
goo.ds 
machine powder--gradually 
graz--e machinery prac.tice 
1grease mad 
prepare 
group manage.r presi.dent 
grownup ma.p print 
material probably 
harvest. meaning pra:bleni 
haul medicine program-
height mee-ting pronounce 
helpful message prope.ller 
herd mist public: 
hire moccasin pupil. 
holiday molasses purpose 
hones-t motion 
honor motor qu~r.ter.-
ho.ok muscle qUJ.Ver-
horseback 
hous-ehold natio.nal railroad 
northern ranc.h 
idea note rapid 
imagine raw. 
important offer rear 
improve old-fashioned region 
inf or mat ion olive. regular 
insect o:pp,osi te relate ! 
island orchard remo~ I repor-
I 
I 
,, 
~ 
r 
I. 
return 
roam 
rudder· 
safe~y 
sale 
scarcely 
scat.ter 
sc ho olhous.e. 
schoolroom 
seal 
sec. ti.on 
secure 
self 
separate 
set.tle 
shallow 
shear 
shelter 
shingle 
shove 
shovel. 
shrub 
shutter 
silent 
simple 
s.ingle 
sink 
sixth 
sixty 
slender: 
slice 
slope 
smart 
soak 
sock 
soil. 
sol.id 
sore 
sow 
special 
speed 
spell 
spent 
spun 
steam 
steel.. 
stolen. 
strap 
--~----r-
1 
II 
strength 
strut 
study 
stump 
suddenl.y 
suggest 
swamp 
sw:i.tch 
swoop 
syrup 
taken 
tan 
tangle 
team 
tender 
test 
thirteen 
thirty 
thunder 
tied· 
timber 
tip 
tobac:co 
toma.to 
tractor 
trail 
traveler. 
truly 
t .ube 
under.nea th. 
unders·tand 
usual. 
usually· 
vacant 
vacation 
valley 
vessel. 
voyag:e 
wande-r 
warn 
was.te 
weave 
weight 
whisker 
windmil~ 
woodchuck 
worker 
wove 
writ.t .en. 
yarn 
yell 
The 
was then 
Durrell-Sullivan
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Reading Voe:abul.ary for Grade Four 
checked against G.ates2/ revised Reading Vocabulary for 
the Primary Grades and all words found to appear i .n the Gates 
List. were :placed :Ln. List 4. 
The fifth list inc-luded all words remaining on the Durrell. 
Sullivan List after the primary words were deleted. 
The. sixth list comparing the Durrell-Sullivan Reading 
Vocabulary with the author•s list to determin~ the words cormnon 
to both lis.ts: consisted of ninety words. 
The words in the Durrell-Sullivan List. 4 were checked 
3/ 
against the general count and juvenile count of Thorndike's 
4/ . 
Word Book and against Rinsland's Vocabulary for Children.!.!!~ 
Elementary Grades. All words found to agree in grade placement 
and frequency with the Thorndike list or the Rinsland count 
' are presented in List 7. 
1/ D. D. Durrell- H. B. Sullivan, '~Vocabulary Instruction in. 
the Intermediate Gra des'', Elementa.ry- English Review, ( April 
1938) ' 15: , 139-143. 
2/ A. I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primar;r Grades, 
Bureau of Pubricat~ons, Teachers COITege;- Co.lumb~a Un~versi t , 
lifew York,_ 1937. 
3/ E. L. Thorndike, The Teac-her's Wor-d Boo-k of 30,000 Words, 
Bureau of Publicat~onsi Teachers College ,-,:rolumb1.a 
University, New York, 94.4. 
4/ H. D. Rinsland,. A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School 
Children, The Macmillan Co., New :Yon, 194!5. · 
==--· -=----~==================~~=-====----===================================*========~ 
LIST 7·. 
The f."ollowing list of words inc.ludes ali words on the 
Durrell-Sullivan List f .ound to agree in frequency· and grade 
plac:ement. with. the Thorndike or the Ri.nS"land Lis·ts .. 
abide c.arver. erect 
abuse c.entral eve.nt_ 
acre challenge exact 
actions c.hamber e . .xamine 
actor chape~ example 
addition charge e.xe:hange 
adopt charter 
c:hef' adore 
choir· famous. adventure feather agent comb female c..ombine altar 
chemical fencing anger 
e:ommene:e ferry· appetite 
compound f . ever appoint 
conceal fierc-e. arch 
concert film arc.tic c-o.ngress. foreign army c:ons.ume forge. arres-t content furnace artist continue 
attract c.ontrary 
avoid contro.l gallery couch gem council 
cour.age gene.rous-bacon 
credit germ banister.-
cre:w: g·lea.m bargain 
clutch glider beacon glimpse bewilder gloomy blade damage glue bla st dazzle governor blinds declare grannnar: bolt def.end gravel.. bonnet deposit grease bore dessert. grief' boss desire gro.up bound disease brace dismiss-branches dis.tance habit brief distress halt br-illian~e dumb harbor bur.·eau dwell harp 
harvest 
hatchet 
ca.b education hither cabinet eleetr·ic .. hobby c.ac:tus embr.a.ce holiday calm engineer hollow c..apable envy honor 
carpenter. 
Jo 
hoo:f: mercy 
horrible 
quart.er-
merit hostile metal 
hounds mild rage 
military railroad 
mineral ranc·h ideal 
idle 
mingle range 
illness model 
rank 
motion rapid irnmens,e. 
import motorist 
r a re 
rec.ent 
improve 
infant 
rec,es$ 
~njm;·e 
national record 
~nqu~re 
native reClovcer 
insect naval 
reeds: 
instant 
nervous refuse 
notion relation 
intend remo.ve 
introduc:e rent 
ivory objec,t report 
obs.erve ribs' 
obtain rigle jelly odd jest orchard jewe.l. 
j.ob overalls 
saint 
owed salad 
owner salmon 
kingdom 
oyster sandal 
satisfy 
sauce 
language 
pe.ace. s.c:ales 
lawye.r: peak 
sClarce 
lemon 
pear~ scarf 
leopard pebble 
s bat t ,er 
level 
pedlar screw 
library 
perfect seal 
linger perfume 
s:ense 
links pe·rmament. 
sens-ible 
liquid pe.rmit 
separate 
pilot serious 
pitch service 
machine 
plateau settler-
pledge shallow 
manage poet shame 
manage;r poetry shelves 
mayor prairie. shield 
medicine: principal 
memory 
social 
purchase spec·ial 
---==~==~-~--~~~==-~··~-=-~=====-=-=-=-~=-==---=-=====-=-~· ----===-=~=-==-=-=-~-~-~~=-=-~-~~-=~~=t-~3~'~--==-~-~=-=-
stagger 
stake 
startle 
tax 
temper 
tender 
thorny 
thrill. 
total 
trac.ed 
tread 
trumpe.ter 
typewriter 
uncertain 
union 
unit.e 
usual. 
vacation 
vapor 
variety 
veil 
vein 
v:ie"';'lL 
wages 
wail 
weaver· 
we.i ght 
wic ked 
w_isdom 
wrea th 
z:one 
II 
··----~----
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LIST 8. 
The. following" List of words is.. the complete re.vised list, j 
c omb.ining all words appearing i .n three or more books on the 
authorts word count, and all words on the Durrell-Sullivan List 
for grade four found to agree in freq:ue·ncy· and gra.de placement 
with the Thorndike- or the Rinsland List .• 
J.J. 
aboard base cane 
abide base.:bal~ canyon 
abus-e basement c.apable 
accident battle capital 
acre beacon careless: 
actions- beaver:-
actor beckon 
carpenter 
add i tion bedtime 
carpet 
carver-
adopt bee.f 
ador-e begun 
cause 
ad <Ventur-e belt 
central 
agent besides 
century 
agriculture bewilder-
challenge 
aid blade 
chamber 
airport blast 
chapel 
altar blaze 
charge 
amount blinds 
C;harter 
anger blood 
c,hat.ter 
announce 
bolt chef 
anxious bo.nnet 
chemical 
anybody bore 
chew 
anyway borrow 
chi.e:t: 
appetite boss 
choir 
appo.int bother 
chore 
approach bound 
churn_ 
aquarium. brace 
claim 
arch braid 
cTif"f 
arctic branches-
clilr..ate 
ari tlune.tic breeze 
clothing 
armor bridle 
clutch 
army brie:f 
coach 
arrest. brillianc-e 
coast 
arrive bud 
collee:t 
artist 
buffalo 
collec.t ion 
ashes 
buggy· colo.ny 
attack building 
comb 
attempt bulb 
combine 
attenti.on bureau 
c.omfor_t 
at_tract burrow 
comfortable 
aut.umn bushel 
commence 
I 
avenue 
bus.tle 
committee 
avoid 
common 
compass 
cab complete 
bacon cabinet_ 
c.ompound. 
banister cac.tus 
conceal 
bar- calm 
concer-t 1l 
I barber camel conc:r-e-t .e 
I 
~i bargain cana·l . 
congress I ~ 
connect dis:tance f"erry 
consume distress fever: 
contain district fierce 
I content ditch fifteen 
continue dock fif'th 
contrary dragon fifty 
control drawn figure 
coon drift film 
correc.t drip finally-
couch driveway f ·irm 
co.uncil. dumb flas h 
county duty flesh 
courage dwell fog 
cousin dye forc.e 
credit foreign 
c.reek 
eager forge. 
crew earn form 
crop educ.a ti.on. for-th 
current electric: forty 
electrici.ty fragrant 
els·e frame. dairy embrace frequent damage. 
engineer· furnac;e damp enter· furnish 
darkness enti.rely furnitur-e davm 
daytime envy 
equal gallery dazzle escape. dec. ide e spe.c ially gem declare erect generous defend eve.nt gentl.em:an dentist exac-t geography department examine germ depend example gleam deposit except glider des.ert exchange glimpse dessert 
excitement g-loomy-desire explain glue dict.ionary explore goods died extra governor difference gradually 
dike grammar direct famous gravel dire.e:tion 
disappear fast.en graze 
discover feather grease 
disease feeling· grief female d isJni ss fencing: gr·oup grownup 
I habit jelly· message 
' halt I barber 
jest metal 
jewe.~ mild 
I harp job military 
harves-t 
hatchet 
jolt miner a~ 
juic.e mingle 
haul mist 
height: moccas.in 
helpful king·dom model. 
herd knit. molass:es 
hire motion 
hit.her motor 
I hobby labor moturist 
holiday language 
muscle 
hollow later I honest lawyer 
honor layer 
nati.onal 
hoof least· 
native 
hook. lemo:n 
naval 
horrible leopard 
nervous-
hors-eback leve~ 
northern. 
hostile library note 
hounds Iightning 
notion 
household liner linge.r 
Links object 
idea liquid 
observe 
ideal List 
obtain 
idle loom. 
odd 
illness ~umbe-r 
offer 
old-fashioned. 
imagine olive 
immense 
impor-t machine. 
op:pos i te 
important machinery 
orchard. 
improve mad. 
overalls. 
infant manage 
owed 
inf orma.t ion 
manager owner 
injure map 
oyster 
material 
inquire 
ins·ee:-t 
rnay·or 
instant 
meaning pain. 
intend 
medicine pale 
introduce 
meeting pant 
1' island 
memory- parent 
11 ivory 
mercr 
par:rot I 
meri . pass.enger 
li 
,, 
r' 
+-
li 
I' I ~ 
I 
II 
paste range settle 
peace rank shallow 
peak rapid shame 
pearl rare shear 
pebble raw shelter 
pedlar- rear shelves 
pepper recent shield 
perfect recess shingle 
perfume record shove 
permament recover- shovel 
permission reeds shrub 
permit refuse shutter 
pilot regi.on s·i.lent 
pinch regular simple 
. pioneer. rela te si.ngle 
1 pitch relati.on si.nk remove sixth pla ne rent sixty plateau re~ort slender pledge re urn s·lice 
poe.t ribs slope 
poetry rifle smart 
police roam soak 
pork rudder- social 
port sock 
possible safely soil. 
powder saint solid 
practice salad sore 
prairie sale sow 
salmon s.pecial prepare sandal speed 
president satisfy spell 
principal. sauce spent 
print scales spun 
probably scarce stagger 
problem sca rcely stake 
I prog ram scarf startle 
pronounce scatter steam 
propeller schoolhouse steel 
public schoolroom stolen 
pupil screw strap 
purchase seal stre~h 
purpose secti.on strut 
secure study 
jqu<:trter self stump sense suddenly 
1 qul. ver sensible suggest 
separate swamp 
rag-e ser·i.ous switch 
railroad service swoop 
ranch 
taken 
tan 
tangle 
ta:x: 
team. 
temper. 
tender-
test 
thirteen 
thirty 
thorny 
thril~ 
thunder 
tied 
timber 
tip 
tobacco 
tomato 
! total 
I t .raced tractor 
trail 
traveler 
tread 
truly 
trumpeter 
tube 
typewr-iter-
uncertain 
underneath 
understand 
union 
unite 
usual 
usually 
vacant 
vacation 
valley 
vapor 
1 var·iety 
veil 
I vein 
I v~ssel · v1e.w 1j voyage 
t 
wages 
wail. 
wander 
warn 
waste 
weave 
weight 
whisker 
wicke.d 
windmil~ 
wisdom 
woodc.huck. 
worker· 
wove 
wreath 
written 
yarn 
yel~ 
zone 
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CHAPTER V 
SIDflJ!liARY A1TD CONCLUSIONS 
In this study an a tte.mp t was made to dete rmine a basal 
vocabulary for· use. in teaching and writ.ing in grade four. 
A random sampling vms taken from ten text.books, in re.ading 
spelling, s-o.cial. s.tudies, scienc.e and health, by chec:king the 
words appearing in all glossaries, word lists,_ every tenth page 
and ten successive pages in each book. 
The following word lists were made:. 
1. A c.omple te list of all words occurring in the random 
sampling. 
2. A list of all wo rds whicl1. survi ved compa.ri.son with the 
Gates1/ revise.d Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades. 
3. A List of all words in List ~ appear:ing in three or 
more books. 2/ 
4. A list of all words on the Durrell-Sullivan Reading 
VocabuLary for Grade Four found on. Gates Primary List. 
5. A list o.f all words on the Durrell-Sullivan List which 
survived. comparison with the Gates Primary List. 
6. A list of all words occ.urring o.n both the Durrell-Sullivan 
List and the authorts list of words appearing in three. or 
more textboa.ks. 
11/ A. I. Gates, A.Reading Vocabula ry for the Primary Grades • 
1
, 
i Bureau of PUb'I'l.C:at1ons,.. Teachersl!me~ C-olmno:ta 
i Uni vers·it.y ,, New York, 1937. 
2/ D. D. Durrell and H. B. Sullivan, "Vocabulary Instruction in \ 
the. Intermjdia te G-ra.des 11 , Elementary E'nglish. Review, ~~~~ (Aor~.l 1938. , 139-145.!_ .. . -======-=1------= 
I . 
I 
7. A list of all words on the Durrell-Sullivan List for 
Grade Four found to agree. i .n g-rade placement and 
frequency with the general count and juvenile c aunt in 
Thorndiketsl/ Word Book or· in Rinslandts
2
/ List. 
8. A final list of 612 words including all words appe.aring 
in three or more t .extbooks, List 3, and all words recorda: 
in List 7:. 
Although there is no· way of. dete.rmining exactly that 
these are the words that childre.n in. grade four should be 
taught, the list resulting . from this stud.y which has been 
compiled from. a . survey of books ac.tually in use by children 
today, makes us recognize that these are the wo.rds tbat 
children in grade four are expos-e.d to. in reading,_ spelling, 
social studies, he.alth and science. 
B'ecause children wi.ll be exposed t .o them and because they 
will be expected to know these. words, they wi.ll n.e.cessarily 
become a part of their writing and spelling vocabulary as well 
as reading:. 
As in. pr.·evious vocabulary studies made, this. s t udy shows 
the great number: of w.ords encountered by the f'ourth grade. 
1/ E .• L ,. 'hi.orndike. and I. Lorge, The Teacher.ts Word Book of' 
30 .ooo. Words, Bureau a.f Publicat:t.ons.,_ Teache-rs C!ollege :-
Columbia Uni ver.sit_y, New y ·ork, 1944. 
2/ H·. D. Rinsland,. A. Basie: Vocabular~ of Elementary· School 
Children, The Ma.ciru11an Gomnany , .eWYor.k,_ 1945. 
II 
:I 
il 
I 
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I child in the random sampling taken from ten t .extbo.oks in 
I c.urrent use. In considering only frequency· words occurring in ~~ three or moi:e te.xtbooks, the ot.igina~ ~ist o~ 3996 words was 
I sharply· reduced to. three hun.dred and s·ev.enty-five words. 
l 
I Obviously it is impossible for the child entering grade four 
I to recognize and know the meaning of alL words encountered. 
I 
Discouragement and co.nfusion ma-y be avoided by the use of a 
basic_ list including the essential words found in the textbooks 
of all subjects. 
------- =~-= 
CHAPTER VI 
LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
CRAFTER VI. 
LIJviTTATIONS AND SUGG-ESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Limitati-ons: 
1. The word count was based on too limited a sampling of 
books in the field. 
2. The selection of boo.ks which was dependent upon the 
questionnaire was also. limited in that the questionnaire was 
distribute.d to o.nly thirty teachers in one metropo1i tan area.. 
Suggestions for Further Research: 
1. It ·would be worthwhile to r ·epeat: the s:tudy using a 
large.r- number of te·xthooks, including every subjec.t presented 
in tbe currie ulum of grade f . our·. 
2. Sinc:e: the vocabul.ary problem is f'ound in all i .nter-
mediate grades, it would be well to repeat the study in grades 
five an.d six in order to de.te.rrn.ine the present day vocabulary 
needs of all. interrn.edia te grade children. 
II 
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This s.:•l8ct·A v_ocabular:V list wns o'utain•?ld as thA result of .'), sturl:" of 
fift ····m f •.n.crth, fifth, and sixth r~Ctadors ;md social sci •"nc.~ books. 
Thr· Gf;tP.s_.Jrim.:J"V ~Durr•:~ll · Word Lists as well as the com"bin.•,)d word lists 
!~rom t·.'n third r•12dors were us•1d as a basic vocabular:r from which to proc r•,d. 
_.-
.Ali n<lW words occurrin~ in the fourth rearlnrs wore li st0rl. If '3. word 
c:ccurr• •d in at ln.:3.st s ·v ·m of the fift (~en bo ol:s of a gr.::1.de it \'f:J s r .,ts L l • d f or 
th.) find list. 
Tht' fifth and si:x:th ~r~?tle bo.,ks wero studifld c_lnd the voca1mlal·y s ,e l•. ·Ctf'd 
.in thi.>. s.<c.me m,<Jnn.>.r. 
a. 
a bid,, 
ablaze 
abode 
abusn 
aCT(! 
actions 
actor .. 
additien 
~~opt 
wore 
a~v ·: \n ture 
aJ.v ,1:rti se 
~go:nt 
B,g:ret;) 
lirship 
f1_larm 
{alien 
almond 
altar 
al tf>.rnate 
an~ or 
an,_r;ry 
annoy 
.•: ntelope 
appetite 
appear 
appcint 
arch 
arctic 
a.rmy 
arrest 
·artist 
a.1; ti r;:. 
attraGt 
avoid 
awe 
awl 
b. 
bacon 
badge 
balcony 
balky 
banister 
banquet 
bargain 
barren 
baste 
beacon 
behave 
believe 
bellows 
between 
bewilder 
beycmd 
bicycle 
blade 
blame 
branch8s 
blankets 
blast 
bleach 
blAssed 
blinds 
blinker 
blistor 
blizzard 
bluff 
blu.nt 
bolt 
bomb 
bennet 
· boost 
bore 
b.oss 
bountJe 
Helen 3leir Sulli V•::n 
Boston Univ8rsity 
SP.l~cted Vocabulary Grade IV 
bound 
bowl 
brace 
bracket 
brav8ry 
bray 
breathe 
bribo 
briof 
brilliant 
brisk 
bustlt~ 
broom 
bureau 
butcher 
buttr•r· 
c. 
C8.b 
cabinet 
cactus 
ealk 
calm 
cancel 
canee 
canopy 
eapable 
carcass 
cargt 
carpenter 
carver 
c~:shi~r 
~ellar 
central 
cernal 
chalk 
challenge 
chamber 
chance 
chapel 
chnr~e 
chartl'!r 
checked 
chef 
choir 
chorus 
chuckle 
coax 
comb (cock) 
obmbine 
chemical 
donmonce 
compound 
c'mcoal 
co:r ... cort 
congress 
consume 
contEmt 
continuo 
c•ntrar:r 
ccntrol 
coral 
couch 
council 
coLJ;pon 
cettrago 
courtesy 
cove 
crate 
credit 
cre:?t 
crew 
crovmerl 
crude 
clutch 
curate 
custard 
cute 
<i. 
dagger 
dainty 
damage 
dazzle 
deaf 
declare 
defacl~ 
doic.n.rl 
deposit 
des sort 
desire 
d.issolute 
dilute 
d.iscuss 
disease 
eli~ 
di~miss 
dispatch 
distance 
distress 
dose 
dumb 
dwell 
e. 
ebony 
education 
0l~.stin 
elr~ctric 
elegant 
elevate 
embark 
em blum 
embract'l 
engi):leor 
envy 
erect 
event 
Elvergreoi'\n 
exact 
examine 
AXamplo 
oxchanp;e 
expGl 
ey~'si ,~ht 
f, 
fable 
fad·31Gss 
failure 
faith 
falsehood 
famous 
feather 
fellow 
female 
fen~in,c; 
ferocious 
ferry 
fever 
fibre 
fidget 
fiorce 
film 
filthy 
flask 
foliage 
fondle 
foreign 
forenm n 
forge 
fountain 
fraud. 
frj.ghtful 
frigid 
froth 
fudge 
furnace. 
g. 
gale 
gel lory 
.e;cllcn 
r;e.rRge 
gaseous 
gem j<.. 
goneilt~US 
gel"'lll 
gleam 
glider 
glimpse 
glooiny 
glossy 
glue 
glutton 
gna~ 
govern()!' 
grammtr 
,grani to 
gravb'l 
2. s o 
Sel.ected Vocabulary. - (}rade--"3:~ 
~rease injure lens mot orist pitch rent snout 
greedy inland leopard muslin plaster- r epent snor8 
grief inquire level plateau report social 
grocer insect library n. :pledge ribs spark 
groove instant lice :plump riddle spatter 
group intend limb narrow :plural · rifle special 
guide introduce linger nasty :poem rigid sphere 
gypsy itch links national p oe try · ruby spend 
ivory liquid pative l'fOE!iJ." -~~ rummage sprawl 
h. iv:r litter naval :prairie ru.st stagger 
loosen neighbor principal rut stake 
habit j. lounge nervous :promise stale 
halibut nestle :puppe t s. stall 
halt jaw m. nonsense purchase startle 
halter jelly notice saint iltiffen 
harber jest machine noti ::m q. salad stingy 
hardy j et mackerel nurs P. saliva. streak 
harp jewel magic quarrel salmon- stri:pe3 
harves t jingle magnet o . quarter salute stuffing 
hasty jitney magnify question sandal sulky 
hatchet job manage obe;)· quickly satisfy 
hau,ghty jog manag'er object quiet sauce t. 
haven joke maniac observe quill scales 
hiss jolly marble obtain quilt scarce tab 
hither jut margin ocean quotient scarf tag 
hobby marine odd scatter talkative 
hobo k. master office r. scold tart 
holidp,y mattress often scrape tax 
hollow kennel mayor omit race scratch taxicab 
homesick kerosine medicine onion racket ~crew tease 
home spun . kidnap meek orchard radish scTiib teeming 
homestead kindle megaphone overalls rage oeal telepho:qe 
honor kindling mellow owed railroad.. season t emper 
hoof keyboard melon owner rainbow seni or t enant 
h orrible kink memory oyster rake sense tender 
ho s tile kiln menu tambler l;lensible terrible 
houndl3 kimono mercy p. ranch sentenctJ t errify 
hovel ;kingdom merit r ange separate thicken 
husband knocked merry peace rank ~ erene thief 
hyst erics knotted mesh peak rans om serious thimble 
metal :pearl rapid s~rvice thi s tle 
i. 1. midget pebble rare settler thorny 
•i;J., 
migrate peddle rattl e ·oh,adow thrash 
iceberg .i&qy?.::,.. : mild :pedlar rave shallow thl'ead 
ideal laden military peel razor s~m.e threat 
idi ot language millinery :pelt recent shanty thrill · 
idle lantern mince perch (roost) recess swre total 
illness lapse mineral perfect record shark traffic 
immens e · larceny mingle perfume recover shave traced 
imp latch minstrel · pE\ rmanent reeds shawl trash 
import launch model permit r efuse shelves trl:lad 
improve laurel moist pester r elation shield treat 
impure l'awyer moment pigeon remember shower trench 
· infant l emon monitor pillow remnant dtuah trespass 
inhabit l eisure !:lotion pilot remove :smooth . tri.a.I1gle 
"'"'- · tri:1kle ' 
ti~inket 
trumpetel' 
turpentine 
twine 
typewriter 
u. 
ugly 
un~ertaj_n 
uncle 
uneasy 
unequal: 
unfit 
unfold 
union 
unite 
unk'nit 
unless 
unloosen 
uplands 
upset 
. usual 
v. 
vacation 
·vapor 
Tariety 
veil 
vein 
vex 
v i ew 
vigil 
villain 
vowel 
vulgar 
w. 
wages 
wail 
waive 
waltz 
weather 
'.Veaver 
· noeight 
welconio 
· ui~ked 
wisdom 
· witty 
wondrqus 
·:trOund 
' ·. i1reath 
wreckage 
lfl'eneh 
w;r.~ggle 
y. 
yelp 
yowl · J 
e;. 
zeal 
zone 
3 • 
.. 
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a. 
accident breakfast costumes educatiorl. gar~ge ignition 
accomplish brew cotl.i'tiert! elbow gasoline imagination 
accord brick crag~ elder gasp immediately 
accuse b:t<ood. cr.isis embraced gathereQ. immenseiy 
active bulb croaked embroidered gazed immortal,- . _ 
actually bumper crunched emerged gentian impatient 
advise buried cuckoo encouragement geometry impressed 
affair bustled cultivate endure _geranium imprison 
affectionate butter cunning energetic gilded improved 
air-tight butternuts curiosity enormous glare inhabits 
alternate custom entry gleaming inherit 
amazingly c. cylinder ere glided injured 
ancestors cyphor erect glint instant 
fn.Xious canal ermine glittering instantly 
I 1 . canvas d. eruption 12;loomily intelligent fl.PO og~es 
~pproached career essential gloves invention 
;armor carnation damage events goblin investigatEd 
.' arrival cathedral darted exclaimed gourd irregular 
: astir catterpillar dasher expensive grackle irritable 
i astonishment caustic debate exploring grammar irritate I· cavalier decayed extra ·grasped isle3 ··-- ·-~ ; astride 
It . 
centra,l d.eoei ve extraor<tinar:-r grateful ivory 1 attic 
1 audience chamois decorated. gravity 
: 
aviator charcoal definite :t'. . grazed j • 
charmed delicate gridiron 
' b. charred delicious fame grieve jagged. 
christeni depth ferry groove jaundice 
' badge chuckled descendant fertile gr~ve jaunted 
.I baggage clad / deserve fertilizer gruel jiffy 
.; 
I· bargain cla~ra deoire festivalt" gauge joining 
barrel cl.dft despair finally guest joint 
barrier ~iffs dike firmly gurglin.cr jostle 
i bayberries clump dipper flannel jostling 
I bayberry / clusters disagreeable fleece : h. journey : bawl ( cockpit disappearance flint judgment 
[?azaar : collie discouraged fluid hangar 
beacon colt disguise footman harbor k. 
bellows combine disgust forehead hastily 
"Demean commander dispute forge hasty keen 
billows comforter distress fortunately hauled kneads 
bin committee district fortune haycocl-:: knell 
binding commotion disturbed fountain .heap knickers 
birthday companion dollies fragment heartiest knight 
bishop compared dome fragrant heaved 
bit compass double friction . h9d.gerow 1 . 
blacksmith complaining doubtless frisking helmet 
bla~t comrades dragon frock herbs lance 
bleating conscience drawbridge fuel hide (skin of lashed. 
blunt confess dreary furiouo animals) lever 
bluster conquered drubbing furrow highwa~r libert~r 
bea~t contain duffer future hill lilac 
bodice container hither lime 
bolt contemptuous o. g. horizontally linden 
booming controls linger 
borrow con-versation earthenware gaif i. linkt::d 
Selected Vocabulary Grade V. 
o. 
li,quid .oath . progress shrinld..ng_ tYe.s:pass wayfareRS-
lo obedient prolonged shudder t ri..an.gul.ar - weapons 
lading obtainable protest simpleton trim weary 
loft ~btained provide slack trout wi.erd 
lofty obscured provoking slightly trudged wild 
lye occupy public smite tunic wharves 
offl!lred purpose snare tunnel whinnied. 
m. officer snip tureen whirring 
opportunity r. snuggle turntable whisk 
majesty orchard. snorting turmoil whittl~ 
mansion Clrdeal raccoon sociable turret whizzing 
mart ~rdinary radiant solemnly twilight wicket 
marvelou:s radical solution twining wi thd.rawn. 
meekly p. ranging solved twittering wizard 
mellow rallied snot · W!)odcraft 
midget package · raven spiral u. writhing 
midst paddled ravine split wry 
nighty page (boy) realized stadium umpi re 
minstrel panted rebels stain unaccustomed 
miraculous paraffin r eflect stalling uncanny y. 
mischiev01,1s panther refrain starting . ~-".·h "":...uncomfortable 
mistress pa:rVt i cular reedn statute uncommon yearn 
mitre partridge reliabl0 s tock unconscious yeast 
moat patent relish streak~ ungrateful yonder 
modeled. pause remain ntride Unoccupied yule log 
moist peaks remarkable stubborn 
molasses peal repeat f!tudent v. 
monoplane pelting reverence stunt 
monster perspiration reverse stunt ad vacant 
morsel persuade rheumatism suggestion valueless 
motionless pewter ridiculous surveyor vat 
motor physical ripple swerve vault 
mournfulLy pioneer roam~d venerable 
mourning pirate rogu t. venison 
mucilage piston romance ventured 
murdering pitiously 'rosin tallow veranda 
murmur pivoting roost t elescepe vertical 
muskrat pleaded rough tenant viands 
muster plentiful royal terrace vineyard 
m.vstery plunged rude territory violent 
population rustling t-error visions 
n. porcupine tethered volcano 
porridge s. thatch volume 
nasturtium porter sacrifice thicket vow 
natives potash sausage thcughtfully 
n~c~ssar:v pottery scandalized thrifty w. 
nectar practiced scenery throb 
nimbl'e prairie scent thronging wafted 
noblest precious sentinal throttle waggled 
nonsense preened sexton tranquil wait 
noose prime shark transform waistcoat / / 
nos ega;),- presently shifted transparent v1an<iered 
notch prim shilling tread. warming 
notice procession shivered. / treasure warriors 
mu•sery (flowers) shreds / tremend.owr wary 
#' ..... 
Sele·ct ed. Vocabule.rv ~ern- s-'1 
a. 
e.ban<lon baXtTBLftmt-s""'" -uha.rtod d oma.sk emba.rkf.ld f ouled 
abbey bauble chantry dam sol embalm fra.cas 
abbot bear.~ ch.~. sm d<~ ta nmc,rald fr['.r,ile 
abolish becalmnd Chtlb0C d "J.wd.le !1mflr.?;,~d. fr.:::ur~ht 
abound. belfry chcmicnls d. .. ,an em~;rgenc::r fr.,shet 
~ byss b8llows cht~rish d. •)CC.d t.l emboss fria_r 
acc.antuc.t ,, bc~s ~" i god chink defiantl~r emit fricase od 
acutt-) bev:r ch ore deficiency ·· encount.er fruitless 
:Ld.:Lpt.'3. t i on bmvi t chinr,br c i rcassi on del <'1ga.tes endu ranco :f1u·.i lla,.:;o 
admifa.l bi ,;r c itadol d~~rnli ct engrave 
aliv~~rs ~\ billowy cinch d.•3sign entrnaty g . 
e.erial bladder circuit d ,'Jsolati on lJnuncia.to 
.<J eron J.utics blemish circu..late d•")sperati on epi s ode r.;['. i t 
aftl1rhold blubb nr citron d. •'l tached (~ scort .c.; ::l8, 
agcmizo bobbin cl·<ft d etail ed l"'l s.z:enti a l f';(:l,lf:S 
a l .'3.b a st· ·r bombardment cl oister d ntennination ostabli sb.r:J.•mt r~alh,ry 
s.i a crit::r boom cloven devouring etched gal:l.OYS 
all •1.sianco b oon cockle dia logue evep orate .. r;a.rland 
a{lies b oo t~r codg er diametHr eventide :c;~.s}~"~t 
a kca bowsprit coffers diligent Axalati on g2.unt 
an mat ·Jd braggart collisi on dingy exalted geuntle.t 
anni hila, t ~>d. brambl e c olossus dirigible I•XCOedin,<; ;:;·-·nial 
anointed brandishing comet eli sap:poi,ntmsnt . ..excol sior F,(•nius 
antics bravmy commending di s.:::;.ster ext.3rtion !5i·'ll tian 
applicc;,ti on br .':t.Zit·1r commodore disasterously exhaust g enu ine 
apprentice brigade compact di sciplinari.::m exp e rim en t s .r;;i.{~Emt ic 
a rray brooch companionable discordant e :>.""Pl oi t ed. "Sills 
arc add bu.ff f~ t c ompa.rtmen t di sembarln-'ld. ox:posurn ( o r g2n of 
aroma tie bulrush competent distincti on •~xtensi 'rely fish) 
artificial bunting competition d.t stingu:i sh r;irder 
a.stron ome' r buo;,ran t confirm dj_ st r ::J.C t ~'d. f. glacier 
astronomy buzzard confiscation diva,n "SL.: .. de 
a. tom confine div1~rt f aculties g l obule 
aud..'3.c i ous c . conj ec tun~ divini ty f 2ntastic . :~n ome 
august consciousness do cument fascinat 0d ~orAing 
authority caisson conservationist d olphin fatal r;o r <\d 
aut ogr aph calcul a.t o constable d ormi t or:r f .3.l t nr r.;o rg <. ~ 
automatic caliph ccnstructi v o d oubl (·lt fawning gou g <.' 
P-V•.1ngt") capsize c ontri v o dramatizati on feroci ous gourd 
aviati on '" a:ptor cocp•wa.tion dri V1~ fertility .. c; r~.m 
azu r e tarat co rduroy drought filagrot~ ,c; r anulanl 
·:.'t 
caravan cornice dulla rd filament gn•ppl ed 
b. carbine counsollor dusky fi ord gruons 
ca rcas s coupling fl agon gri<,VOUS 
bact eri ol og:r carl"!er couri()r e. fl :o nge gxotesque 
baffl .~d casually crane (machine) flint-l ock P, l-u_b 
baggocl castonet croon edifice fl oats (pr o- r;uid en c e 
ballast cataract crucial ,,d.i ti on cnssion) ?;Usty 
bandanna cavalca.Ai.n crystalline ed.itori B.l flounder 
ba.;rbaric cavli 0r eruci bles efficiency flourishing h. 
bar beque cavernous cruis·.~r .:,lap st=ld. flue 
ba:rnml'ltric census cylinder elder flumt~ b::J.bi tual 
barrage ceremony C::\'lind.rical elvctroecope flu_rry hagg-ard. 
basis certificate cultivated. elephantine f ont hal o 
back chamberl r.tin cymbals eliminatt) f orceps bD.l ::;rard 
baton chaniLeli or elusiY8 f orded hamlet 
.; J 
I /!/ 
hamper insolent 
handicap in sol vent . 
~- -- :i.nsta.nta.i:J.OO'U.S-. 
. .:tlar:Poon instruction 
J,a.rt ·· integrity 
· :t ·ch intense 
eave 
hey t ip 
heiress 
inva.de 
invisible 
irate 
iridescent 
irony 
irritant 
i.rritation 
... isolate 
j. 
heiium jarg~n 
helm jasper 
herbs jaund.ico 
herald jaUntily 
heridity jag~ 
heroic joalotts 
he~ng jerk 
hieroglyphics jerky 
hi~ari ous . jest 
.~on jet 
. ho ~t(whole jib 
~) j ointed 
he sPi tali ty j .:mquil 
hulks j ourist 
hull journal 
humane jubilnnt 
humiliate jubilee 
hummer judicious 
hydrogen june turo 
juries 
'ideally 
ignoramu~ 
illustrious 
. justi fy 
juvonilo 
k. 
immaculate kool 
impending kornol 
imperious kil o 
., 
le.J;rat ory 
lab3ti ous 
·.laggard 
larkspur 
lair 
lamont 
lard or 
larynx 
lo.ths 
l n.ttice 
lau.d.cd. 
lavish 
lax: 
lease 
lecture 
lodge 
lee 
l egend 
lens 
lover 
li ngo 
lilting 
liter 
livo~ihood. 
livory 
l oath 
l obo 
l ocality 
l ocust 
l og("D ook) 
l oit ered 
l ore 
l opo 
l out 
1 udi crau.,s 
lure 
lurch 
lurk 
lucious 
lUstily 
lUXUl'Y . 
11l.Xllli. ous 
m,. 
im~lement kindred mackerel 
· ilJ:PO s ter kine maj or i ty 
impro:ssivo king-pills malico 
· iinprint knapsack mandolin 
impulse knave DFtni fe-st"" -
incruba tor knelling mantle 
infancy knelt martial 
inflate knoll m~oling 
..inm.a t e s lmowl..odge_ martyr 
·-~kl.e · .. _ .... ,:--.11In.Ssivo 
/ . 
mtl"tir·on 
mc~o · 
medictll 
meditate 
momori .'1.l 
ment1.co 
mermaid 
motoor 
. motric 
n ovelty 
n ovice 
numerate 
nuzzling 
nymph 
o. 
oaten 
mimic obj ecti vo 
minute~smnll) obligati on 
miracul ous oblivi on 
moat 
monastocy 
mcnot on~s 
mon ot ony 
monstrosity 
monstrous 
m.trtal 
mortality 
mosai c 
mot i f 
mnt i vo 
I!lUlll!!lY 
murderous 
mystori ous 
mythol ogy 
. n. 
n 11po 
n"..pthn. 
no.rra to. 
na rra tive 
na~al 
na t ionality 
natu..raii et 
nausea 
naut :!.ca;L 
nav"iga.to 
nega tive 
nichu. 
obscene 
observation 
obstacle 
obstinate 
obvious 
occupant ' 
oceani c 
oculist 
offensive 
onslaught 
Clpiate 
opinion 
opponent 
oppose 
optimi:5tic 
oracle 
orat or 
orchcst1·a 
ortthid. 
ordi nary 
organist 
:' organize 
ou~t 
outpost 
outwit 
overwhelm 
o:xygon 
nicked paFifY 
·nigh pa.Ct 
ni trogcn po.'J.n.te 
n o?turnal p~llet 
no~inato pa lpitate 
n qn.deS..Jtipt._~· :Pal ey 
n.ormal pa ra.clmto 
n otary parchment 
notat i on parole 
n oyor ious partial 
noun peat 
pOurish ped.estrian 
.navel ~digree 
I 
\ 
penal 
p ensi on 
perceive 
percento.ge 
percol a t or 
percussi on 
perplexed 
persevere 
personal 
peru so 
pessimist 
pewter 
phen.sants 
phosphorus 
phot opley 
pino.fore 
pini oned 
pinnacle 
pist on 
pithy 
placidly 
plague 
.plastic 
~la-asible 
plight 
pn OUiilS. tio 
poachClT 
p olitics 
p ortal. 
p ose 
precipi ce 
prefac e 
prejud..ico 
prolate 
premiur:J. 
prescri be 
prescrip t ion 
present 
prey 
promi tive 
principle 
pri or 
p ortable 
p ort i c e 
probe 
product-
professi on 
professor 
profusi on 
prohibit; 
proj e.&t 
prominent 
promote . 
prophesy 
~ti:va -
.. 
.... 
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pM~t.r.ate. . ··-· - ._rooigik · . - ..shcrif:f -· --- -subway 
__ _.,.:prot.:>st 
··--- .. _resinous phi.f't sundor 
prow resist shoal suckor(fish) 
prudunt r e sonant shrowd sup ine 
publish ---·resf-)urco shrivel sup orb 
pun r ospoct shroud. sur gory 
purity rov oa.l shut sur goon 
pursuu rovorse shuttlo survive 
pursu:i, t roviow siogo susuonso 
roviso si~n.turo .·. swath 
q. rh~mmatism 
·!!At s:vmpnthoti~ 
rind simpl-icity · · systetn 
g:ua.~nt ringlets sinister 
quarry rivulet skein t. 
quartet r ocket skirmish 
quav -.Jr r ollers slc;tsh t~.clclo 
quull r outine sl odg o t n.l k od 
qu· Jst rural sli vor tallyho 
quvu.o sluice to.mbourinc 
quicken s. snri to t ,?..ngo 
quincu smoooh tnnk(armor qd 
quiv0r sack s ober ca r) 
qu.oi t sago eolomni ty t anner 
quota sapling ·. -s ol nmnly tru:mi Cl 
sanctu.ary solubl e t ,":J~ostry 
r. scabbard s•ufflo t c.rry 
scn.ffold' .sp nni ol tau.Tlt 
rabblo ~ co.ndal spoct ~cular t ant 
:radiation scanty eph in_."'C t<\vm.y . 
raidum scoptro spoils telegr apb.y 
raft ,1rs s chodulo spout tomporn.zy 
rag scholl).l' .~r .sg~on.l t enant 
raid scientist squid tonso · 
ramparts S <;!O rn . squirm t ensi :m 
rapi or scrnmblo squ.i=t torra co 
ration scribe stadium torsol~r 
ravaging '3 crt:inma.go sta.gnn.nt tas t-tubo 
ravine scrutiny staJ.wn.rt tether 
roalization ~ocl \J.sion ~~standard toxtile 
roassuro socrotaiv staple thrashing 
r oeipo sculptor str>..ti onor thrifty 
_roclino. · sedate st n.tua ry . thor ough 
., roconcilo seedling stn1111ch thr0ttlo 
r '1c-or<l-
_ecop stoaJ.tby tinkor 
r oc ou:nt sensati on st oo.ling t ok en 
r ocrui t sElntry s tonographortoll-
recur sarona stimulo.te tournctr -
rofor 'ep serf stockn.do t owing 
rof or ostati on · soworago . stro.togy tr!liillilol 
.regalo saxton strode trMsit 
rej oice shon.f strove tremul ous 
r eluc tant · sllE)on strut tropics 
ropa.ir ' shoor studios truce 
reptile sholl:'lc sublime tumult 
r o sorvo shol tor suotlo 
tunnel 
turbu.l.errt 
tUrmoil 
~ut oring 
t;.rpist 
u. 
u.Tldorhandad 
undart~king 
unf ortuno.to 
uniq-t1c 
unp~l~".t~bl o 
unst::-:blo 
unstrung 
u...Tlwi s b 
upho-:-.~rnl 
uprif!.,ht 
uprose 
urgo 
utonsil 
utilize 
uttor 
v. 
v1-1gnbond 
vn.grc.nt 
. vn.gu.o 
valise 
val or 
v:1riod. 
vo.udovill o 
v egetarian 
v.ohi clc 
vol oci ty 
Vt1llum 
vendor 
vongeanco 
vnnonr 
vo~lato 
v on urc 
v o nnt 
•vor nhn 
-.r0spors 
Vt)xo.ti on 
v ibront 
v i cinity 
., 
vi ctim 
vi ol.o.to 
viper 
v i ed 
vit~in 
vi V!l<Ji ous 
vivid .· 
'· 
v ocD..U._z.c 
-VOQl-0 
vol unteer 
v ulco.nizo 
w. 
wn.oblc 
waddle 
w:1f or 
waffle 
wa,c;or 
wail 
wallop 
wnJ.l ow 
'VJ'3J1. 0 
wb.nt on 
wc.tt 
woft 
wold 
nh o.-!d.le 
wha..t 
whit 
wi cker 
wi ord 
wigw3g 
winegl G-ss 
withers 
y_ • . '
y 1.cht 
yam 
yearling 
y i eld 
yo oman 
yolk 
y outhful . 
yulotido 
,.. 
-I 
li 
li 
II 
II 
II I 
I 
APPEJTDIX B 
LIST I 
The following list of words includes all words, with the 
exception of proper nouns, that occurred in a random 
sampling taken from ten fourth g_rade textbooks-. 
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I' I 
1i abandon 
l'i abdomen t' ability 
! able 
aboard 
about 
above 
absent 
accelerator 
accept 
accident 
accompany 
accomplish 
acc.ording 
accurate 
ace. use 
ac.custom 
ac.he 
asset 
afterward 
again 
amount 
amusement 
an against 
ag.e ago. ancestor 
agree; anc.hor 
agreeable ancient 
agricultural and 
agriculture angel 
agricul t i st anger 
ahead angle 
aid angry 
aileron animal 
air ann-ounee 
airfield annoy· 
airplane annual 
airport another· 
alarm answer 
alcohol ant 
alert antennae 
alfalfa anvil 
alight anxious 
across alive any-
act all anybody 
action allegianc.e anyhow 
activity alligator anyone 
actor allow anything 
actually almost anyway 
add aloft anywhere 
addition alone apartment 
address along apj.ec.e 
I 
adjust alp aplenty 
admiral alphabet apparently-
! 
admire already appeal 
adopt also appear 
:1 ad vance although apple I adventure altimeter apply· 
· adverti.se ahvays appoint 
advice amaze approach 
advise amazement approval 
aerial am apri.co t 
af·f.air amble apron 
1 afford ambulance aquarium 
I
I afraid amid arch / 
; af'ter amphibian archway 
1j af'ternoon among· arc tic i ~ =e 1 =r=~~---- I 
I
. ~=====~----'-=="-====~ -==--
1 
I 
60 
area auto bar 
arg.ue automobile barber 
arithmetic autumn bargain 
arm avalanche bare 
armor available barge 
army avenue bark 
arose aviator barley 
around avoid barn 
arouse awake barr-el 
arrange away barren 
arrangement. awful base 
arrival awhile baseball 
arr-ive awkward basement 
arrow awning bas·ket 
arrowhead ax basin 
art · axle 'ba:b 
article bath 
artist bathroom 
as b. battery· 
ash baby battle 
ashamed back bay 
ashes bac.kground bayberry 
ashore bac.kward be 
aside bacon beach. 
ask bacteria bead 
aslant bad beak 
asleep bade beam 
assign badly bean 
assist bag bear-
astir baggage bearable 
astonish bake beard 
astonishment bakehouse bearskin 
astride bakery beast 
at balance beat 
ate balcony beaten 
athlete bald beautiful 
athletic bale beauty 
attack ball beaver 
attempt balloon became 
attend balmy because 
attendant banana become 
attention band beckon 
attic bandage 
'bgd 
attrac.t.ion bandanna bedroom 
attractive bang bedside 
audience bank bedtime ,, 
auditorium banish bee 
aunt banner beef 1 - - · -------
r 
-----~--
bee~ine 
been 
I 
beet 
beetle 
before 
beg 
began 
beggar 
begin 
begun 
behave 
beheld 
behind 
behold 
being 
believe 
bell 
bellow 
belong 
beloved 
below 
b-elt 
beneath 
bench 
bend 
bent 
berg 
beriberi 
b.erry 
beside 
besides 
best 
bet 
better 
between 
beware 
bewi tc.h 
beyond 
bib 
bicycle 
bid 
big 
bigge-r. 
'
biggest 
bUl. 
,• b'in 
I bind 
I binder.· 
r-~--
1 
biplane 
birch 
birchbark 
bird 
birthday 
bit 
bite 
bitter 
black 
blackboard 
blac·ksmi th 
blade 
blame 
blanket 
blast 
blaz:e 
bl.eat 
bless 
b~ew 
blind 
blindfold 
blizzard 
block 
blood 
bloom 
blossom 
blot 
blow 
blue 
blueberry 
bluf.f 
blur-
board 
boast 
boat 
bob 
bobs·led 
body 
boil 
bold 
bo.lt 
bone 
bonf'ire 
bonnet. 
book 
boo,kc.ase 
booklet 
bookshelves· 
boom 
boot 
booth. 
bootjack 
boarder 
bore 
born 
borough 
'b.orrow 
boss: 
boat 
bother. 
b.ottle 
bo.tt.om 
bough 
bought 
bounce 
bound 
bouquet 
bow 
bowl 
box 
boy 
brace 
brag. 
braid 
brain 
b. ranch. 
brandnew 
brass 
brave 
braver. 
bread 
b-reak 
breakf'ast 
breath 
breathe 
breathless-
bree:ze 
brew 
brick 
bridge· 
bridle 
br-ief' 
bright 
bri~liant 
b-rim 
brine 
~I 
bring business- cap 
brisk bustle cape 
busy capit.a~ briskly 
but captain bristle 
butcher capture broad 
butler car broadcast 
broke butter carabao 
bro.ken butterfly caravan· 
brood bu t .termilk ca-rbon (dioxide) 
brook button card 
broom buy cardboard 
brother buzz· care 
careful brought by 
careless brown by-product 
carpenter brush 
brushwood carpet. 
carriage buccaneer 
c. carrot bucket 
cab carry buckle 
cabbage cart buckskin 
cabin carve bud cabinet case buffalo 
cackle cash bug cactus cashier buggy 
caddie cast bug-le c.age 
castle build cake, cat. builder 
calf· catc.h building calfskin 
ca t.e.cyillar built 
calico cattle bulb 
c.all caught bullet calm cause bulletin calves caustic. bumblebee c e..m,e cautious bump c.ame~ 
cave bumper camp cavity bun campfire caw bunch campus cease bundle can ceiling buoy canal celery bureau canary c.el~ burn candle cel.l .ar burr cane. celebrate \ burrow canine center: burst cannnn c.ent I bury canoe central I bus . canter century· bush canyon cerea~ bushel 
certain chorus c.lover 
chain chubb-y clown 
chair chuckle club. 
chairman chum cluck 
chalk chur.ch c.lwnsy 
challenge c-hurn c-luster: 
champi.on cinder- clutch 
chance circ-le c.oach 
change circuit coachman 
c·hapter- circular coal_ 
charc-oal circulation coar.se. 
charge circus coast 
charm citizen coastal 
charred city coat 
chase civic cob 1 chatter civil c.obbles tone: 
chauffeur clad cock 
cheap claim. cockpit 
check clamber- cocoa 
cheek clang cocoanut 
cheer clap c:ocoon 
cheerful clapboard cod 
cheese class coffee-
chemical c-latter coil. 
cherry claw coin 
chest c.lay. cold 
chestnut clean collar· 
chew cleaner collect 
chick cleanliness collection 
chicken c.lear collector 
chief cleft c.ol.onel 
child clerk colonial 
children clever c.olony 
chill cTic:k c.olor 
chimney clif-f c.olt 
chin c-limate column 
chip climb comb 
chipmunk cling combine 
chirp - clip. come 
chlorine cloak co:m.:Eort I c.hocola te clock c-omfortable 
choke. clog comical 
11 choic-e c.lo.s:e command 
choose clo se.t cormnene:e 
i' chop cl.o th comme.nt 
I chose clothes commissioner 
I chosen clothing committ.ee chore cl.oud common 
I j 
c.ommonweal tb. 
CO!P..IDOt i .on 
community 
companion 
company 
compare 
c o.mpar'ison 
1 compass 
complain 
complete 
c-ompound 
conceal 
concern 
concert 
concrete 
condition 
I conduct 
! conductor 
c. one 
confess 
confuse 
confusion 
connect 
conquBI' 
consent 
consider 
consist 
c.onsonant 
c onstellati.on 
construct 
contac.t 
contain 
content 
continent 
continue 
contract 
contribute 
control 
convince 
coo.k 
c.o.o1cy 
c:ool 
I coo.n coonskin 
co-pilot 
1 co_pper 
copperas 
cord 
corduroy 
corpora t i .on 
corn 
corner 
cornet 
cornfield 
c.ornstalk 
correct 
cost 
cottage 
cotton 
c:ough 
could 
count 
counter· 
countless 
c.ountry 
c·ount.y 
c,ourage 
course 
court 
courtier 
courtyard 
cousin 
cover 
c.ow 
cowboy 
crab 
crack 
cracker 
c.rac:kle 
cradle 
crafty 
c. ramp. 
crank 
crate 
crawl 
crayf.ish 
cxayon 
creak 
cream 
creature 
creek 
creep· 
crept 
crib 
c.ricket. 
c ~ried 
c:ripple 
crocod i le 
crook 
c.rop 
c:ross 
c.rouch 
c.row 
c·rowd 
crude 
c.rumb 
crush 
cry 
crystal 
cub 
c.ud 
cuddl.e 
cultivate 
culture 
cunner· 
cup 
cupboard 
cure 
c.urios i ty 
c.urious· 
c.url 
currant 
curt.a.in 
curtsy 
c-ushion 
custard 
customer 
cut 
cuttlefish 
cypres-s · 
d. 
dachshund 
dad 
daily 
dainty 
daintily· 
dairy 
daisy 
dale 
dam 
damage. ~- . f =-=opy====-------------
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I 
I 
· damp-
dance 
dandelion 
dandy 
danger 
dangerous· 
dare 
dark 
darkness 
I 
darling 
darn 
dart 
daguerreotype 
dash 
dashboard 
date I daughter 
I dawn day 
I da-ylight daytime I daze 
· dazz.le 
dead 
deal 
I 
dealt 
dear 
death 
decay 
decide 
deck 
declare 
deed 
deep 
deer 
deerskin 
defend 
definition 
defy 
deg:ree 
delay 
II 
delicate 
, delicious 
I delight delightful 
deliver 
demand 
demons-trate 
~ . 
II 
den. 
dense 
dental 
dentist 
deny 
depart 
department 
depend 
describe 
desert 
deserve 
desire 
desk 
despair 
desperate 
dess.ert 
.destroy 
determine 
devil 
devour 
diagram 
diamond 
dic.tate 
dictionary 
did 
die 
died. 
differ 
diff'erence 
different 
difficult 
dig 
digestion. 
dike 
dim 
dime 
diner· 
dinner 
dinosaur 
dipper-
direct 
dir'ection 
directly 
dirigible 
dirt 
dirty 
disappear 
disappearanc.e 
disappoin t 
disappointment: 
disease 
disc:over 
discuss 
d i sgra~.ef.ul 
disguise 
disgust 
dish 
dishpan 
dismal 
dismay 
display 
displease 
di.ss.ol v.e . 
distance 
distant 
distinc..tly 
distress 
district 
disturb 
di.tch 
dive 
divide 
divisi.on 
dizzy 
do-
dock 
doctor 
dod.g:e 
dog 
doldrum 
does 
doll 
do.llar 
donate 
done 
donkey 
door· 
doorstep 
doorway 
dory 
dot 
double 
doubt 
doub~ful 
dough 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
(,6 I 
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I 
elevator during down dus.t eleven downhilL dust.C:loth. elimination downstairs- dus·ter- elm downstre.am duty e·ls-e downtown dwarf'" embarra-ss· downward dweller: embrac.e 
I 
doze dwelling· emerge ncy dozen dwelt empty 
I drag dye employ-dragon. dying enchant I drank enclose draw 
encyclo.pedia 
I 
drawbridge e. e.nd drawer· eac;h endless, I drawn eag-er: endure 
I dread eagle enemy dreadful ear· energy I I dream. earl.ie.r enforce 
I 
dredge early engage dress earn en~ine i dried earnest en oy i I drift earth enjoyable driftwood earthquake enormous drill eas:ier· enough I drink easily enrage drip east enter drive eastern entertain driver 
.eastward entirely driveway easy entrance droop eat envy drop eaten epidemic drd;)ve echo. equal drown ec·lipse. equator drowse edg-e· equipment drowsy educ:ation erase drub effect eraser drum effort erosi.on drummer- egg errand drunk eggplant escape d:cy eight especially drew eighteen evaporation duck. either eve duckling elbow even due elder· evening duffer. eldest ever dug electric evergreen_ dull electricity every 
li dump. 
elephant T------
!I 
II 
everybody faithful fence 
fall.. fern everyone 
!'allen r ·er:rry everything 
falter· fertile everywhere fe-rtilizer evil f 'amiliar fe,tch exac;t families: few-exactly family · fewe.r. examine famine fever: example 
famous fiber excellent 
f'iddle except fan fifteen excited far· fifth excitement faraway fifty exciting f ·arewelL fight exchange farm fig exclaim farmer ftgure excuse farmhouse file I exercise farther· f'ilL I expand fascinate filter I expans-e fast f'in 
II 
expansion fasten finally expe.c.t faster find experienc-e fastest fine experiment fat finest I explain father finger 
I! 
explode fault fingernail exploration favor f 'ini.sh explore favorite fiord explorer fawn fir· expos.e fay fire exposition fear. firelight express fearless. fireman expre as i .on · feast firemen extend feather fireplac..e extra fea ther·be.d firewood ext.raord inary f ·ea.ture firm extreme fed f 'irrnly· eye feeble fi.rst eyebrow f'eebly fish feed. fishhook fe.edbox fist f. feel fit face feeler: five facing feeLing fix 
I fact feet field 
II 
factory f 'ell fierce fade fellow fierceLy faint feLt flag I fair female 
= 
~I 
I 
I. 
I flake flame 
flannel 
flap 
flash 
flashlight 
flat 
flatten 
flat.ter 
fled 
flee. 
fleece 
fleecy· 
fleet. 
flesh 
flew· 
flicker 
iflies 
1 flier 
. flight 
fling 
flint 
flip 
1 float 
I flock flood floor 
flop 
floss 
fluur 
flow 
flower 
:flov.u 
fluid 
flung 
nute 
flutte.r 
fly 
foam 
fodder 
foe 
r ·og 
foggy· 
I fold 
1 folk 
I 
· 11 fo-llow 
11 fond 1, 
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r 
II 
fooL 
foolish 
fo.ot 
f .ootball 
footman 
footpr·int. 
footstep 
for 
force 
forefeet 
r ·orever 
forehead 
forenoon 
forest 
foretCDld 
forge 
forget 
forgot 
forgotten 
fork 
form 
former 
fort 
forth 
fortunate 
fortunately· 
fortune 
forty 
forum 
forward 
fossil 
f 'ought 
foul 
found 
founda.ti.on 
fountain 
four 
fourtee.n 
fourth 
fowl 
fox 
fragrance 
fragrant 
frame 
framework 
frantic 
frantically 
freckle 
free 
freez.e 
freedom · 
frequent 
f'requently 
fresh 
fret 
friend 
friendliness 
friendly 
f 'riendship 
fright 
frighten 
fringe:. 
fro 
from 
fra.nt 
frontier· 
fr·ost 
frosty 
frovm 
froze. 
:frozen 
fruit 
fry-
fuel 
fulfill 
full 
fullg.rown 
·fumble 
fun 
funny 
fur 
fur bearing 
furious 
furnace. 
furnish 
furni.tur.e 
further 
fury 
f.usy 
fuselage 
fuss 
I I 
J. I I,, 
I 
'I I 
I 
g. 
gli.de. grass-land. gaily 
gain glimpse grav-el 
gait glisten gravity gale glitter- gravy 
g:allant. g·lobe gray· gallon gloomy graze: gallop gTorious grease game glossy gr-eat gande-r glov:e greatest. gangster k-lue greedy gangway gnaw gree·n garage go· greenhouse: garbage goal greet garden goat grew gardener goatskin grief· gas goblin grin gasoline goes grind 
I gasp gold grinder-I gat.e golden gri.p gather: gone I gave goo.d grist groan I gay goodby grocer· 
.I gaze goodnight g.rocery-I gear goods ground geese goos-e. general gorgeous g-roup: gentle got grove 
j gentleman gourd gr-ow 
gently g ove.r-nmen t growl 
geography grab gr·o.wn 
geranium gracefully grownuP-ge.rm gracious g.r.owth_ get grade grub geyser gradual grumble giant gradually 
gift grain. grunt 
. ~Ifile grand guard grandfather guess 
girl grandmother guest gJ.ve grandpa guide 
given grandparent guil ty 
glacier granite _j£uinea 
1 glad granny gulf: I 
, glance grant gull I i! glare grape gully-
II il glass 
grapefr-uit gun 
11 gleam grasp gurg-le ~ 1 glee grass· -w·--
h. 
had 
hail 
hair 
half 
halfbreed 
hall 
haJn 
hammer· 
hand 
handful 
handkerchief 
handle 
handy 
hang. 
hangar 
happen 
happier 
ha p:p ine s s· 
happy 
harbor 
hard 
,harden 
harder 
hardly 
hardware 
hardwood 
hare 
harm 
harmful 
harmless 
harness 
harp 
harsh 
harvest 
has 
hasten 
has.til.y 
hasty 
hat 
hatch 
hatchet 
l'j hat.e haul 
I
I have 
hawk 
· hay 
haycock 
hayfiel.d 
hazard 
hazy 
he 
head 
headland 
headl.ight 
he.alth. 
heal.thful 
heaLthy 
heap 
hear-
heard 
heart 
heartac-he 
hearth 
heat: 
heater-
heave 
heaven 
heavenly 
hea'Vy 
hedge 
heed 
heel 
he i:f:er· 
height 
held 
hello 
helmet. 
help 
helper 
helpful. 
helpless 
helter-skelter 
hemisphere. 
hen 
her 
herald 
herb 
herd 
here 
hero 
herself 
hes.itate 
hew 
hibernate 
hickory 
hid 
hidden 
hide 
high 
highboy 
higher 
highest 
highland 
highway 
hike 
hil~ 
hillto.p 
hills-ide 
him 
himself 
hind 
hinge 
hint 
hi.:ppopo tamus 
hire 
his: 
history 
hit 
hitch 
hobble 
hobby· 
hoe 
hog 
hold 
hole 
hol.ida.y 
hollow 
home 
homelike 
· homesick 
home:Work 
honest 
honey· 
honeydew: 
honor 
hood 
hoof 
ho.ok 
hookworm 
hoop 
?t 
i. 
hop ice. instant 
hope ic.eberg instead 
hopeless: icicle instruc>tion 
horizon icy insulator horn idea insure 
horne.t idl.e intelligence horse if intend hors-e back.· intent 
hose ignition interest 
hot illness interf'ere 
hotel imaginary inte.rior· 
hound imagine interpret 
hour inn:nensely· interrupt 
house immigrant intes·tine 
house kee.per. impatient into. 
household impo.rtant invitation 
housework improve invite. 
how improvement iodine 
hov.e·ver impure iris 
howl in iron 
huckleberry inch irriga.te 
huddle incident irrigati.on 
hug incisor i.rr ita t .e 
huge i.nclude i.s 
hulk increase island 
hum indeed isthmus 
human i.ndependen~e it 
humble indi.go. item 
humor indoor i.talic·s 
hundred industrial it's 
hung industry itself 
hunger influenc:e ivory 
hungry influenza ivy· 
hunt inf.orma ti.on jack 
hunter.- inhabit. jac.ke.t 
hurl 
injure jagged 
hurried ~n~ury- jam l.n jar· hurry inland 
hurt inn jaw 
husband inquire jealous 
husk insect jeans 
hustle inside· jelly-
hut insist jerk 
hydrant i.nspec·.t or jewel l,hydr opho b ia instance. J_ig Jiggle 
J 
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I 
j· 
jl 
jingle job 
jog 
join 
joke 
jolliest 
jolly 
jolt 
jostle 
joy 
joyous: 
journey judge 
Ju~. jUJ.Ce 
juicy 
jump 
jung·le 
just 
keel 
keen 
, keep 
I 
keg 
I 
kept 
1 kernel 
1 kettle 
key 
kick 
kid 
kidney 
kill 
kind 
kindness 
king 
kingdom 
kiss: 
kitchen 
kite 
kitten 
knead 
knee 
kneeL 
knew 
knife 
knight 
knit 
I 
knives 
knock 
-1 
knot 
know 
known 
1. 
labor 
lace 
lacy 
lack 
lad 
ladcie.r 
ladies 
ladle 
lady 
laid 
lake, 
lakeside 
lamb 
lame 
lamp 
land 
landing 
landLord 
landscape 
lane 
language 
lantern 
lap. 
lard 
large 
larger 
.largest 
lark 
lash 
lass 
last· 
latc.hst.ring 
late 
late.ly 
la.ter 
latitude· 
latter-
laugh 
laughter 
laundry· 
law 
la-wn 
lay 
layer: 
lazy-
lead 
leade.r 
leadership 
leat: 
league 
leak 
lean 
leap 
learn 
leash 
least 
leather.· 
leave. 
leaves 
led 
ledge 
left. 
leg 
legend 
leisure 
lemon 
lemonade 
lend 
length 
lengthwise 
less 
lesson 
let. 
let's 
letter 
lettuc:e 
leveL 
l .eve:r . 
liberty 
librarian 
library 
Iic:ense 
l .ic.k 
lie. 
life 
lift 
light 
lighter 
lightly· 
lightning 
I 
I 
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Like 
l~kely 
likew~se 
lilac 
lily· 
limb 
lime 
limestone 
limit 
line 
limp 
linen 
liner 
liningl 
,linger 
lint 
lion 
l .ip 
list 
listen 
little 
live 
livelihood 
!lively· 
livestock 
1 iver: 
load 
loam 
loan 
l .oaves 
lobst.er 
local 
locate. 
location 
l ·oc·k 
locomo,ti ve 
lodge 
lodg.~ 
loft 
log 
loite.r 
lonely 
!
lonesome 
jlong 
'!longer 
longest. 
l .onging 
I 
look 
lookout 
loom 
loop 
loos:e. 
lose 
lost 
lot 
loud 
I.ouds.peaker· 
love 
lovely· 
lovingly 
l.ow 
l .owboy 
lower· 
lowl.and 
loyal 
luc.k 
l .uggage 
lUinb.er· 
lump 
lunch 
lunge 
lurk 
lye 
lying 
m. 
machine 
machinery 
mackera.l 
mad 
madam 
made 
:rmgazine 
magic 
magnet. 
mahogany 
mai.d 
maiden~ 
naiL 
main 
mainly 
maj es~ty 
make 
maker 
malaria 
mammal. 
mammoth 
man 
manage 
man~ger· 
mane 
manner· 
manufacture 
many 
map 
maple 
mar 
marble 
march. 
mare 
mar:k 
marker-
market 
mar.xied 
marry 
mat ·- ·1 
·IDJla..rN'elous 
mask 
mass 
massive 
master 
mat 
match 
mate 
material 
matte·r 
may 
maybe 
mayor 
me 
meadow 
meal 
mean 
meaning 
meant 
meantime 
meanwhile 
measure 
measureless 
meat. 
mechanic 
medicine 
meek 
13 
meet moan mu~e 
meet-ing moat mumble 
melt moccasin. munch. 
member.- mode~ murmur 
memor·iaL modern: muscle 
memory moist museum. 
men mo·i.s tur:e mush 
mend molar mushroom 
mention 
molass.es music merchant 
mold muskrat mercy moldy must mere mome.nt. mus·tache merry· 
money mustard message 
monk mutter messenger 
monkey my met 
monoplane myself'" metal 
month mys te·rious 
method monster mystery I mew mo.nument 
mice moo.n 
microphone moon~ight- n. 
microscope mop nail. 
middle mo·re name 
midmorning morning nap 
midnight morsel 
narro.w 
midst mos:.quito 
nasturtium midsummer moss. 
nation midtown. most. 
nationa~ might mostiy 
native mighty mother 
natural mild motion. 
naturally· mile motionless 
milk motor nat.ure 
mil~ motorboat naughty 
million mound' near 
mind mount. near. by 
mine mountain nearer 
mingle mourn: nearest 
mining mous.e neat-
mink mo.uth neates·t 
mineral.. move nec.essary 
minute movement neck 
mischief mover nectar 
mischi.evous movie need 
miserable mower needle. 
miss much neglect. 
mist mud ne.gro c 
mistake muddy neighbor 
mitten muffler· ne i.ghborho{)d mix mulbe.rry neither 
nearl~ numerous orchard nervo- s nurs:e orchid 
nest nut order-
nestl.e 
net 
ordin~:ry· 
ore 
never o. organize 
new 
ne.ws oak 
originally 
new.spapex oasis 
oriole 
next oat. 
o-ther 
nibble obey 
otter 
nice obj ec.t ought 
nicely observe our 
nic.est oba:ervatio.n ourselves 
nickle. obtain out 
nie.c.e occasional outdo 
night oc.c.upation o.u td o or-a. 
nimble occur outf"i t 
nine oc.ean outgr.ew 
n.inety o'clock outside 
ninth odd. outran 
nip odor oven 
no 
of over 
noble ofr overcoat 
nobody of·r -er· overccome 
nod office over:flow 
no.ise offic·ial. overhead 
noisy often overnight oh 
none oil overshoe 
noon oilskin owl 
noont.ime o.ld own 
nor 
north olden 
oxen 
northeast older 
oxygen 
oldest 
northern 
northward old-fashioned 
northwest olive on p. 
nose once 
nostril 
pace 
one. pack 
not only package 
notch anion paddle 
note onto page 
notebook 
nothing 
onward paid. 
open pail. 
notice operator pain 
I nourish o.pium paint 
now o:yossum pair 
nowhere opp.orturi:ity pajamas 
nudge opposite palace 
number or orange pale palm 
pan pearl pine 
pane peas pineapple 
panic peasant pink 
pant pebble pint 
paper pec.uliar pinto 
parachute pe.ek pioneer 
parade peel pipe 
paradise peep pira.te 
paraffin peer . pd;t 
paragraph peg pitch 
parakeet pen pitcher 
parallel pencil pis:ton 
parent penny pity 
park peo-ple pivot 
parlor pepper · pixie peppermint 
parrot perch place part perfect plain particle perfectly plan particular· plane 
partner perform plank 
partridge performer plant 
party perfume plantation 
pass perhaps- plaster 
passage period plate 
passenger permit plateau. 
passion permissi.on platform 
past 
pers.on play persuade 
paste pet: player 
pasteurize pewter playground 
pasture phosphorous playroom 
pat physical playmate 
patience piano playtime 
patient pick plaything 
pa.ti.o pickle plaza path picnic 
patrol ·~: pic.ture 
plead 
pattern pie 
pleasant 
pause pl.easantly 
pave piece please 
pa.tch pier· pleasure 
paw pierce pl.enty 
pay pig plot 
payment. pigeon ploV{;·: 
peace pile pluck 
:peaceful pill ar- plug 
peach pi.llow plum peacock 
peak pilot plume 
peal. pin plump 
pear pinch plunge 
77 
plural power_· pronounce 
pocke.t powerful. propeller 
poem practical proper 
poet prac-tically pro·per:I.y· 
poetry practice prosperous 
point prairie protect 
po~s·on prance protection 
poJ..sonous pray protein 
poke prayer protest 
polar preach proud 
pole preacher prove 
police precious provide: 
policeman precise prov:·o-ke 
polite prec.ision prowl 
politic.al predict public prefer 
pollen preparation publish 
pond prepare pudding 
pony president puddle 
i pool present pull 
poor preserve pump po.p press pumpkin popcorn pretend puncheon poplar 
populati-on 
pret_ty puni-sh 
porch prevent punishment 
pork pr~y pupil. 
porridge prJ.ce puppy pride 
port prime purchaser 
por-te.r prime.r pure 
portrait princess purple 
p.osition principal pur:pose 
possess print purse 
possessi.on prison pursuer 
possible private push put possibly- priz:e puzzle 
post probably pygmy 
postof'fic.e problem 
posture proceed 
pot process 
potash. proclaim q. 
p·otato. produce quail. pottery product quaint 
·po:uc·h profitable quake 
poultry program quant.ity 
:pounce quarrel. 
pound progress· quart 
il 
pour promise quarter 
powder prompt queen 
=n==-
aueer ration reliable 
quest ion rattle relic 
quick raw relief 
religious quicker ray 
relish quickly reach 
reload quiet read 
remain qui etly reader· remainder quil~ readily remark quilt readiness remembe.r-quit ready remove quite r ·eal rent quiver realiz.e repeat 
really reptile 
r. realm replace 
rabbit reap reply 
raccoon reaper report 
rac.e rear require 
rack· reason rescue 
racquet recede resemble 
radio receive r ·eservoir 
residential radiogram rec.ess 
re3Q.Onsible II radish reckless rest. rafter 
reckon re·st.less rag recognize retire rage rec.ord return ?~aed recover reveal 
red reverse rail 
redwood review railroad 
reed reward railway 
rheumatism rain reel 
rhyme rainbow referenc.e 
rib rainfall refill. 
ribbon_ raise refl ect ric.e rake refresh rich ramrod refrigeration r ickets ran refrigerator rid ranch refuel r idden rang 
refuse. ride ranger· 
regard rider rank 
region ridge I rapid 
regular ridiculous !rapture regula t i.on right 
1rare reins rights ~seal reinde.er rim rat rej oie:-e 
ring rate 
relate rinse rather relax rip 
---- ---
ripple run sc-arc.e 
rise runway scarc.ely 
risk rush. s:care 
r -iver rust s·carlet 
riverbank rustle scatter 
road rut se:.ene· 
roadster rye scenery 
roadway scent 
roam scholar 
roar s. s:choo~ 
roast 
sack s·e:ho olhous-e 
rob sad schoolroom 
robber saddle. scienc:e 
robbery 
safe scientist 
robe safely scold 
rock safety scoop 
rod sage scorch I 
I 
r ·ode said sc:ore 
rodent sail scorn 
I. 
rogue sailor scout 
r .oll saint sera];> 
II 
rollers.kate sail. scrape 
rollick salesman scramble 
romp saliva scratch 
I' roof 
salt scream 
,j room salute screech 
II 
root salvage . sc-rew 
rope same sc rtib h rose sampler scurvy 
II 
rotate sand scythe 
rotten sandal sea 
:I rough sandwich seal round sang seam 
roundup sanitary· s_eapor·t 
route sank search seashore row sap 
rowboat season sapwood seat royal sash seaweed rub sat rubber see:ond 
rubbish satin secret 
rudder satisfaction S'ecretary 
rude satisfied secti.on 
rug savage secure 
rugged sausage see. 
ruin save seed I rule saw seek I 
I 
ruler s·ay seem 
!I scald 
s .een 
rumble seize 
li rummage scale seldom 
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select 
self 
sell 
send 
sense 
l sent sentence 1 separate 
sepia 
septic. 
serious-
servant 
serve. 
set 
settle 
settler 
settlement. 
seven 
seventy 
several 
sew 
sexton 
shack 
shadbush 
shade 
shadow 
shake 
shaggy 
shall. 
shallow 
shame 
shanty 
1 shape 
share 
shark 
sharp 
shatter 
shawl 
she 
sheaf' 
shear 
shed 
shee.p 
sheet 
shelf. 
shell 
shelter 
shepherd 
shield 
shingle 
ship 
shipwreck 
shirt 
shiv·er-
shock 
shoe 
shoemaker 
shone 
shook 
shoot 
shop 
shore 
short 
shot 
should 
s-houlder 
shout 
shove 
shovel. 
show 
sho-"~Aer 
shred 
shriek 
shrill. 
shrink 
shrub 
shrug 
shuf'f'le 
shut 
shutter 
shy 
sick 
sickness 
side 
sidewalk 
siesta 
sigh 
sight 
sign 
signal 
silence 
silent 
silk 
silk\v.orm 
sill 
silly 
silver 
simple 
s-ince J ~~t;! === .--------------------------
sincerely 
sing 
single 
sink 
sister. 
s.it 
site 
six 
sixteen 
sixth 
sixty· 
siz.e 
slab 
slant 
slap 
slash. 
slate 
slave 
sla-very 
slay 
sled 
sleep 
s-leet 
sleeve 
s:leigh 
slender-
s-lept 
slice 
slide 
slight 
sling-
slink 
slip 
slippe.ry 
slipper 
slither 
slope 
slow 
slum 
slwnber 
slump 
slung 
slim 
smalL 
smallpox 
smash 
smart 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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I 
I 
smell 
smelt 
smile 
1
smithy 
smoke 
s tllol der 
smooth_ 
snake 
snap 
snare 
snarl 
sneak 
snee.r 
sniff. 
snout 
snore 
snort 
snow 
snowfall 
sno vlflake 
snovr.f)bw 
snuff 
snuggle 
so 
soak 
soap 
soar 
sob 
sock 
sod 
soda 
sofa 
soft 
soil 
sold 
soldier: 
solemn 
solid 
sombrero, 
some 
somebody 
aomeo.ne 
somersault 
something 
sometime 
somewhat 
somewhere 
' son 
II song jsoon --- ----Coo~---
sore 
sorrow 
sorry 
sought 
soul 
sound 
soup 
sour 
south 
southbound 
southeast 
southern 
southward 
s.outhwes.t 
sow 
skate 
skein 
skeleton 
ski 
skillful 
skim 
skin 
s.kip 
skirt 
skulL 
sky 
s .kyscraper 
a pan 
spank 
spade 
spare 
sparrow 
spark 
sparerib 
space 
sparkle 
speak 
speaker 
spear 
special 
s pee chle s s 
spee.d. 
spell 
spelling 
spend 
spent 
spice 
spider 
apied 
spill 
a pin 
spinach 
spiral 
spire 
spirit 
spit 
spite 
splendid 
splash 
splendor 
split 
spoke 
spoken 
spoil 
spool. 
spoon 
sport 
spot 
spout 
sprang 
spray 
spread 
spring 
sprinkle 
spruce 
sputter 
spun 
spy 
square 
squash 
squat: 
squatter 
squaw 
squeak 
squea~ 
squeez.e 
s;quint 
squirm 
squirrel 
squirt 
s ,quawk. 
stab 
stable 
stack 
stag 
staff 
stage 
Yl 
stagecoach stoma.ch subJect 
stair stone submarine 
stairway stood submerge 
stake stool substance 
stalk stoop s.ubtract 
stall_ stop suburb 
stamen store subway 
I stammer- storekeeper sue:.e:ess 
stamp storage s·uce:otash 
stand storm such. 
star story sudden 
starch stout suddenly 
stare stove' sugar 
I start stowaway suggest 
s:tartle straight suggesti.on 
starve strait suit 
state strange suitcase 
station 
statue stranger sulphur 
stay- strangle summer 
steady strap summit 
steak straw sun 
steal s.tray sundown 
steam streak sunflower 
stea.'ner stream sunk 
steamboat stree.t sunlight 
steamshi-p st.rength sunrise stretch 
steed string sunset 
steel strip sunshine 
steep stride supper 
steeple s·trike suppose 
steer stripe supply 
stem. stroke· s:ure 
step stroll surfac-e 
s:tern s·tro.ng suspect 
stew; struggle suspens.ion 
steward strut surprise 
stewardess stub surround 
stick stubborn survey s tiff'• 
still struck survive 
stilts student swallow 
sting study swam 
stint stumble swamp 
stir stuck swan 
II 
stitch stum:p swarm. 
stock stung S\"lS.Y 
stocking stunt sweat 
I stockyard s tupe.ndous sweater-
I stole sturdy sweet st.olen 
I 
stutte·r swee · 
i 
swept 
swift 
swing 
swim 
swine. 
swir·l 
switch 
swivel 
swoop 
sword 
svrung 
syllable 
sys.tem 
syrup 
tele-phone thither 
telescope thong 
tell t .horn 
temper thor--ough 
temperate. thoroughly 
temperature those 
temple · though 
~~:pt tho.ught 
tender- th_o-ughtful 
tennis thousand 
tent tm ead 
tenterhook threat 
tepee three 
terminal t ·hresh 
I terr-ible thr-ew 
: t terribly thr-ill 
I • territory thrive tabernacle terror throat 
table test throne 
tag than throng 
taiL thank throttle 
tailor thankfUL through 
take 1 taken that thrust 
I 
th thumb ta~e - e 
talk thea.ter thump 
l tallow theatrical thunder I tame their- thunde·rbol t 
tan them thus 
tangle themselves throw 
tank · then ticket. 
tap the're tide . 
. target therefore tidy 
task thermome.te-r- tie 
taste these tied 
taught they tiger· 
tax thick tight 
taxi thicket tile 
taxicab thief tilL 
tall thigh ti..-rnber 
tea thin tirn.e· 
. teach_ thing timid 
I teac-her think tin team thir-d tinderbox I tear- thirteen tinker 
'j1 tease thirtieth tinkling 
tee.th thirs-ty tiny 1 
I telegram th. t tip -~~-~ telegraph ======-=-=t=h=t=;=y=,-= =======~~,_:;};;E~!=o=e=======l/l== c==== 
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tired trader- t~'t 
title traffic tug 
titter trail. tulip 
to train tumble 
toast tramp tune 
I tobacco t .ramp-le tunnel 
today transfer turban 
toddle transplant tureen 
toe tr-ansportati-on turf:" 
together- trap turkey toil tr:a.s·h 
toilet trave~ turn 
told trave:le.r t~nip 
tomato tread. turns-tile 
tomboy- treasure. tur-tle 
tomorrow treatment 
twelf:th 
ton tree twelve 
tone tremble twenty 
tongue tremendous twice 
1 tonight trench twig 
too tr·ial twilight 
I took tribe twin 
tool tributary twinkle 
! toolbox trice twir·l 
, toot trick twis·t I tooth tried. twitch I toothbrush trip two 
II top triumph type 
t opi.c: txopie: typ-ical 
topple 
topsy tropical 
tore 
trot 
trouble. u. 
torn 
, torrent 
trough ugly 
:t oss trout umbrella 
tot trowel unable 
touch truck uncle 
to-ugh true unc.lean 
tour-ist. truly unc.omf'or-table 
1tow t ru.ri.d le be.d under-
toward. trunk. underbrush 
towel truth. under ground 
tower trust: underneath 
town try understand 
I tov tub understood 
1
trace 
' track tube undertake I trac.to.r tubing uneasy 
trade tuck unexpected 
I 
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unfamiliar- v. w. 
unfasten vacant wade 
unfurl vae:ati.on 
wage 
vac.uum wag. on 
unhappy vain waist 
unharmed valentine wait 
. unhooked valiant waiter 
uniform valley wake 
union valuable walk 
unit valt.te_- walT 
unite van wallow 
university· vane walrus 
unless vanilla walnut 
unload vanish wander-
unlock want 
1 umnarried vapor various war-
unnoticed warbler 
1 unpack 
vary warfare 
. unpainted vase warm 
untidy Yas·t. warmth 
until vat warn 
untiring vegetable warrior 
unusual. veil was I up velvet wash 
11 upland venison 
wasp 
1 upon ventilation waste 
' upper ventilator- watch 
I water: 
l uproar venture 
I upright very- waterfall wa termel.on 
upset 
upsidedown vessel. 
·wave 
upstairs vex 
wax 
victim way 
upstream vie:. tory wayfarer-
uptown view we 
upward village weak 
urge wealth 
us villain weapon 
use vine wear 
useful vineyard. weary 
useless viole-nt weasel 
usual. vi.olet weather 
usually violin. weathervane 
utensil vise weave 
utmost vis-it web 
utter visitor 
wed 
il 
voice v7edge 
vowel weed 
vow week 
II 
voyage. weep. 
I 
~ ! 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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we.igh willow work 
vaaght wily worker 
welc.ome win world 
wel~ wind worm 
went windbreak worn 
wept windmill worry 
were window worse 
west windstorm. worship 
western wing- worst 
westward wink 
wet \'linner 
worth 
whale winter 
worthless 
wharf· wipe worthwhile 
what wire would 
whatever wireless wound 
wheat wisdom wove 
whee~ wise. woven 
wheelbarrow wish wrap 
when wreck 
where wispy . wren 
wherever witch 
whether- with 
wrinkle 
which withdrew 
write 
while wither 
wri.tten· 
whimper wi.thi.n 
wr·ong 
whine without 
wrote 
whip wizard 
whirl wobble 
whisk woke y; 
whisker wol:f yard 
whisper wolfs kin yarn 
whis-tle wolves yawn 
white woman. year 
whittle women yearling 
whiz: won yell 
who wonder yel~ow 
whole wonderful 
yelp 
wholesome w.ood 
ye.s 
whom yes·terday 
whoop woodchuck yet 
whopper woodcutter yield 
whose. wooden. yoke 
why woodland you I 
wick woodpecker- y oubg I wide woodpile youngs·ter· 
wife 
., 
woods· your 
11 
wigwam. wool yourself' 
wild woolen yourselves 
wilderness 
will wo:r.xi 
youth 
willi.ng wore z. zone 
z,oo 
i 
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